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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the role of optimal maintenance inventory and supply chain
practices in public transportation planning by focusing on the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority (MBTA).
Maintenance and procurement planning play a critical, yet research-neglected role
in transit operations. Private sector companies have reduced spending while improving
service levels by conducting research into inventory planning and implementing their
conclusions. The strategies used in the private sector can be applied to meet the same
objectives in public transit.
Literature of performance measures and mathematical formulae is reviewed. A
one-for-one replenishment system for repairable items is analyzed under the framework
of a transit agency, and a variety of ordering policies are compared. The effect of sub-
depots on the amount of required inventory parts is examined. The current inventory
practices of the MBTA are detailed along with areas of improvement and future areas of
research.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Within the last decade, the federal government has observed the positive effects
of increased public transportation and has allocated the largest funding to date toward
mass transit systems. Maintenance and procurement planning play a critical, yet
research-neglected role in transit operations. Private sector companies have reduced
spending while improving service levels by conducting research into inventory planning
and implementing their conclusions. This paper will investigate the application of
optimal maintenance inventory and supply chain practices toward public transportation
planning by focusing on the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA).
1.1 Public Transportation Overview
Increased use of public transportation can reduce energy consumption, relieve
traffic congestion, and decrease the rising levels of air pollution. Studies by the
American Public Transit Association (APTA) (Transit Fact Book, 1998) have shown that
a 10% increase in nationwide public transit ridership could save 135 million gallons of
gasoline, and a 10% increase in ridership in only the five largest cities could save 85
million gallons of gasoline annually. Their studies also show that a heavy rail subway
train six cars long and filled with passengers would be equivalent to a line of cars the
length of 95 city blocks. Concerning the environment, a small number of commuters
switching to mass transit can have a large effect on hazardous emissions. APTA studies
reveal that a single-person automobile will produce 200 times the hydrocarbon emissions
and over 700 times the carbon monoxide emissions of electrified rail, see Table 1.1-1.
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Mode Hydrocarbons Carbon Monoxide
(grams/passengr-mile) (grams/passenger-mile)
Electric Rail 0.01 0.02
Singe-Person Auto 2.09 15.06
Despite these benefits, ridership levels and government funding of mass transit
declined from the 1940's through the 1980's (Haven, 1980; Transit Fact Book, 1998).
Following World War II, fuel rationing ceased, and America was enjoying an economic
boom. Gasoline prices dropped, and the government favored policies that initiated low-
density suburban growth. Furthering a decline in public transit ridership, President
Eisenhower signed the Defense Interstate Highway Act in 1956 allowing states to invest
in large highways with 90% government funding. Figure 1.1-1 shows the effects of these
changes on public transit ridership with usage dropping to an all-time low of 6 billion
passengers in 1972. This represents a drop of 72% from the 1945 rate of over 23 billion
passengers per year (Transit Fact Book, 1998).
Recent political opinion has reversed this trend by noting the positive effects that
transit can have on energy consumption, traffic congestion and air pollution. In 1991, the
federal government passed the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act, ISTEA,
allowing federal money normally used to aid highway construction only, to be spent on
either highway or transit projects. Also, in 1993, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
allowed a $0.02 portion of the highway trust fund tax per motor vehicle to be placed in a
mass transit account.
9
Emission ComparisonTable 1.1-1
Both of these acts, and the extension of the ISTEA program through the year 2001, show
the federal government's willingness to focus on public transportation and its benefits.
These efforts have resulted in more money being spent in the public transportation sector.
Figure 1.1-2 shows dollar figures allocated to transportation by the federal government.
Budget projections for the year 2000 predict that an allotment totaling $6 billion will be
reserved for public transportation funding (Transit Fact Book, 1998).
1.2 Procurement and Maintenance
With increased spending in public transportation, efficient use of resources is
necessary to ensure higher service levels that will support growing ridership estimates.
One department of mass transit organizations with a focus on service quality is the
maintenance and procurement division. The ultimate role of a maintenance and
procurement manager is to provide an increased service level. Constraining this goal is
10
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the secondary objective of maintaining adequate inventory levels such that costs are
minimized. Maintenance can carry up to one-fifth of the cost of operations (Robbins and
Galway, 1995), and procurement can spend in excess of $200 million on rolling stock
alone (National Transit Database, 1999). In spite of the large fraction of a transportation
budget disbursed in maintenance and procurement, limited research has focused on the
utilization of inventory planning as a source of cost-reduction for a transit organization.
In fact, two transit journal reports focusing on innovative maintenance programs do not
mention spares planning except to note their absence in current literature (Robbins and
Galway, 1998; Inventory Management for Bus and Rail Public Transit Systems, 1995).
In the private sector, many manufacturing companies have focused on inventories
as a source of cost reduction opportunities. Although a transit agency operates in a
different environment, the goal is the same: maintenance managers want to maximize
spares availability while minimizing inventory investment. This paper will focus on the
application of logistics and supply chain management in two areas of the maintenance
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function for transit organizations, purchasing high-cost repairable items and the reduction
of the procurement lead time.
1.3 Capital Spares Buys
An optimized ordering plan for purchasing spare maintenance parts in a one-for-
one replenishment system was developed by Feeney and Sherbrooke (1966), followed by
Sherbrooke (1968). METRIC, their product, is an algorithm that determines the optimal
number and type of items to buy and where to house them in a multi-echelon structure.
Muckstadt (1973) further developed this work by including part families, or multi-
indenture items, in what he titled MODMETRIC. Slay (1984) considered the variance of
the demand mean in a multi-echelon, multi-indenture structure in an inventory ordering
algorithm entitled VARIMETRIC. Muckstadt and Thomas (1980) analyzed various
inventory plans and found that an item decomposition method, such as METRIC,
performs better than level decomposition and a "days of supply" system. Sherbrooke
(1986) studied the three item decomposition techniques and found VARIMETRIC to be
the most accurate. Work by Malec and Steinhorn (1980) shows the effects of
infrastructure on both the service level and the necessary number of maintenance spares.
1.4 Supply Chain Management
Supply chain management covers many areas. This paper will focus on applying
supply chain techniques that decrease procurement lead times and safety stock for
consumable spare parts inventory. In the private sector, this is a well-studied problem.
Most notable is the work of Kurt Salmon Associates in the apparel industry. Quick
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Response, a program created by Kurt Salmon Associates and used by the apparel industry
to reduce clothing lead times from 25 weeks to 2 weeks, can increase a retailer's return
on assets and sales by 7-12% and 20-40%, respectively (Hammond and Kelly, 1990).
The transit management environment, however, is far different from a fashion retail
organization. Where fashion designs can change over long lead times, most
consumables, such as an oil filter, will always be in demand. For a transit organization,
long lead times increase both the amount of stored inventory, safety stock and the
probability of a stock-out. Byrnes and Shapiro (1991) analyzed the value of
intercompany operating ties and the benefits of partner relations and information sharing
on safety stock and inventory levels.
1.5 Structure of Thesis
Chapter 2 will review the literature of current maintenance innovations, performance
measures, and the different inventory ordering policies, including METRIC,
MODMETRIC, and VARIMETRIC. Chapter 2 will also review the effect of sub-depots
on the number of inventory parts and the resulting cost vs. benefit of adding
infrastructure. Chapter 3 will detail inventory practices and performance measures of the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA). Chapter 4 will present the results
and conclusions of a new inventory planning policy for the MBTA along with areas of
future research. Details of all calculations will be given in the appendices.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Maintenance Function
The goal of a maintenance department is to "apply resources in a cost-effective
manner to help meet the service objectives of the agency: on-time delivery of clean,
comfortable, and reliable [vehicles] (Robbins and Galway, 1995)." Note the similarity to
the logistics goals of manufacturing and distribution companies who try to "meet
customer demands at a competitive cost while maximizing customer value through
adaptability to a continuous change environment (Klaus, 1999)." The strategies used in
the private sector can be applied to meet the same objectives in public transit.
Cost-efficiencies are achieved through the effective use of capital, labor and
information, see Figure 2.1-1. These three aspects can alter the quality of a maintenance
program. In a steady-state budget, sacrifices must be made between these areas without a
resulting reduction in service quality (Fielding, 1987). For instance, improved inventory
management can reduce the required number of spare parts and more efficiently make
purchases, which translates into improved capital spending. Improved information can
facilitate the evaluation of current practices by highlighting areas of restriction or
progress, thus data flow could be used for performance measurement and planning. Also,
information, such as technological or innovational discoveries, can be shared across
transit agencies. Maintenance labor can be optimized by studying the difference in a
transit agency that hires generalist or specialist workers in a given area, or if some jobs
14
should be in-house or contracted to other companies or agencies. This paper will focus
on one of these areas of the maintenance function, the capital expenditures.
Figure 2.1-1 The Articles of Quality Management
Capital Labor
Information
2.2 Performance Measures
A common management philosophy is strategic planning. This theory combines
long and short term planning of budgetary information in a stochastic, complex
environment. To monitor a strategic plan, goals must be set and performance measures
put in place to track the effectiveness of a plan. In the past, public transit agencies
concentrated on ridership as the prominent measure of a successful operation. Now,
performance measures focus not only on consumption, but also on service inputs and
outputs (Fielding, 1987).
Fielding (1987) describes performance measures for public transit management
based on principal concepts that are measurable. He considers service inputs, such as
labor, capital or fuel, service outputs, like capacity miles, vehicle hours or vehicle miles,
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and service consumption, such as passenger miles, operating revenue or total passengers.
From these dimensions, relationships describing efficiency and effectiveness can be
determined, see Figure 2.2-1. A cost effectiveness ratio measures the fraction of service
inputs to service consumption, such as fuel expense per passenger mile, and illustrates
how effectively the organization is using its resources in generating consumption.
Service effectiveness ratios weigh the fraction of imparted to consumed service, such as
capacity miles per passenger miles. A service effectiveness ratio measures the
organization's capability to efficiently meet its demands. Cost efficiencies illustrate the
fraction of service input to service output, such as maintenance expense per revenue
vehicle mile. These ratios describe the organization's ability to use its resources to
produce service. This paper will focus on cost efficiency by attempting to decrease
maintenance expense while increasing availability.
Figure 2.2-1 Performance Measures of Efficiency and Effectiveness
Service InpuE
Cost 0fNOI*VCyr
Service Consumption
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Service Outputs
In general, there are two classes of measures, the time-series analysis and the
cross-sectional analysis. A time-series approach plots the performance of an entity across
time. This method displays trends that an organization might be following or the effect
of new management and ideas. Since a change in system activity over the period of
analysis can occur, a time-series measure should be followed by a summary of events
during the given time period. A performance measure that shows a reduction in the ratio
of passenger miles per revenue vehicle mile over a five-year period might not be isolated
to a drop in ridership. The diminished ratio could be the product of an increase in
revenue vehicle miles with ridership not meeting the new capacity. These two depictions
of the same performance measure result in different strategies and solutions.
A cross-sectional analysis compares common measures of peer groups. The
organizations in the peer group should have common characteristics. These organizations
should be similar in size, perhaps by the number of peak vehicles, the peak to base ratio,
or a similar operating speed. Houston Metro runs a large number of express commuter
busses at highway speeds, while many of the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority busses are operated as city routes running at a much lower average speed.
Thus these two transit systems should not be in the same peer group where measures of
vehicle speed are an issue. Another necessary criterion for peer groups is economic
considerations. The median household income in New York City, NY in 1989 was
$38,445, much higher than the median household income of $26,151 in Birmingham, AL
(Median Household Income in 1989, 1999). This discrepancy could have a large effect
on operating expenses and thus these agencies should not be in the same peer group.
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2.3 Capital Expenditures
To ensure that vehicles remain operational following a malfunction, spares must
be available for the replacement of broken components. Spare ratios describe the number
of spare parts that are stored at a facility to ensure that during a disruption, a broken part
can be instantly replaced. A high spare ratio corresponds to a large number of spares
being stored for a given part. In determining the spare ratios for a maintenance facility,
two aspects of inventory management must be addressed:
" Purchasing repairable capital spares inventories
e Managing consumable inventories
Each year, the federal government funds infrastructure improvements for transit
agencies. These improvements are made to facilities, such as new buildings purchased or
built, or to rolling stock like new rail cars or buses. When new trains are acquired, a
number of expensive, repairable items are also ordered. Examples of typical capital spare
items are train wheels, traction motors, and A/C units. The decision as to which items to
purchase is made by recommendations from the train manufacturer along with input from
experienced maintenance personnel. Characteristics taken into account are an item's
expected failure rate, repair time, and unit cost (McGrath, 1999). These items, labeled
capital spares, comprise a large fraction of the procurement budget (National Transit
Database, 1999). The ability to procure capital spares in an optimal fashion can have a
positive impact on vehicle availability. An effective ordering algorithm can lower spares
ratios while keeping maintenance costs low and service levels high.
Managing the inventory of lower cost consumable items is equally important and
requires a different algorithm than that for capital spares. Consumable parts are ordered
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on a routine basis similar to a grocery store that orders and stocks its high utility
products. Examples of a consumable in a maintenance facility would be brake pads, oil
filters, or halogen lamps. High utility consumables require usage monitoring and
forecasting to accurately predict lead-time demands (McGrath, 1999). Carrying fast-
moving consumables obligates the maintenance department to also hold sufficient safety
stock for covering unusual demand rates. An effective inventory management system
can reduce on-hand inventory and increase availability.
2.3.1 Mathematical Background -Expectation Values
Probabilities are necessary in a model of inventory demand since part failures
occur as a stochastic process (Sherbrooke, 1992). A complete picture of uncertain events
can be attained through the use of expectation values. Expectation value equations weigh
the probability of statistical outcomes whether they are costs, stock-outs, or backorders.
The expectation value, also called the mean or average, is given mathematically as
E(x)= xPr(x) (2.3.1-1)
x=1
and the variance of the mean, also known as the standard deviation, is
Var(x) = E [x2]- (E[xD2 (2.3.1-2)
where
E[x2]= YX 2 Pr(x) (2.3.1-3)
X=1
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2.3.2 Palm's Theorem Justification
Palm's theorem was first used to describe the number of telephone exchanges
required at a telephone operator's switchboard. It has since been applied to fire
department planning, bus stop population, and stock requirements planning in the US Air
Force.
For application of Palm's theorem, one must assume that given events follow a
Poisson distribution, equation 2.3.2-1. An arrival process that is generated by a group of
independent entities, each with a probability of generating an event in a given time
interval, can be approximated by a Poisson distribution. This is an understandable
assumption for the arrival process of failed units, and empirical data shows that a Poisson
process closely approximates real-world demand for spares within the boundaries of a
long-run steady-state behavior and a lack of dependence among items that can cause
contingent arrival densities (Crawford, 1981).
For subway maintenance operations, a long-run steady-state behavior can be
appropriately justified. In special circumstances, this assumption is an implausible
approximation. In the context of the US Air Force transitioning from peacetime to
wartime activity, assuming a steady-state model is unreasonable and requires a different
solution (Sherbrooke, 1992).
The Poisson distribution is described by the following equation where m is the
average annual demand for repair of a given item, and T is the average repair time in
years.
(mT)xe mT
p(x)= X(2.3.2-1)
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Using the expectation value equation (2.3.1-1), the expectation or mean of the Poisson
distribution is
E(x)= mT (2.3.2-2)
It is noted for future reference that the variance of the Poisson distribution is also mT.
The inventory system studied in this thesis is the (S -1, S) replenishment system.
The model represents expensive units that have lower repair costs than purchase costs,
thus the term repairable item. The notation (S -1, S)refers to an initial inventory of S
units where the reorder point, or in this case the repair point, corresponds to a drop in the
inventory level to S -1. When the unit fails, it is immediately inventoried for repair.
This is also known as a one-for-one replenishment system (Feeney and Sherbrooke,
1966).
The dilemma facing procurement managers is the choice in initial stock level S
(Feeney and Sherbrooke, 1966). In transit service operations, a stock-out can result in a
drop in service level. The maintenance manager is concerned with the intangible cost of
a potential stock-out and the opportunity cost due to downtime. As these are usually
incalculable costs, a failure to provide a necessary spare is oftentimes not given as a
quantitative result. Another factor facing maintenance managers is the cost of providing
an appreciably large number of stock units affording complete protection against stock-
outs. The balance of these two costs, availability versus budget constraints, will be the
principal factors in determining optimum stock levels for repairable items (Cho and
Parlar, 1991).
The probability distribution of demands when stock level is zero is dependent
upon the probability distribution of the number of units in repair. Therefore, to determine
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the optimum stock level, the steady-state probability distribution of the number of units in
repair, the inventory pipeline, must be known. Palm's theorem states that given a mean
time to repair, regardless of its distribution, and the average demand, already assumed to
be a Poisson random variable, the steady-state probability distribution of the number of
units in repair will be Poisson with a known mean (Feeney and Sherbrooke, 1966).
Palm's Theorem - If demand for an item is a Poisson process with an annual
mean m, and if the repair time for each failed unit is independently and identically
distributed according to any distribution with mean T years, then the steady-state
probability distribution for the number of units in repair has a Poisson distribution
with mean mT (Sherbrooke, 1992).
Therefore, Palm's theorem permits an estimation of the steady-state probability
distribution of the number of units in repair from the mean of the repair time and demand
rate. Given the importance to this paper that Palm's theorem provides as the foundation,
a proof is necessary.
2.3.3 Proof of Palm's Theorem
This proof can be found in Hadley and Whitin (1963) and Sherbrooke (1992).
The joint probability of n Poisson events occurring in the time interval t to t+dt is given
by
(e~"" mdt, e~'nt2 mdt2)- -. -(e~'"'mdtn (2.3.3-1)
using ti +t 2 +.. .+tn = t, this can be rewritten as
m e~'"dtdt2 ... dt, (2.3.3-2)
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Dividing equation 2.3.3-2 by the Poisson distribution for n events gives the conditional
probability of n events.
mne-mtdt...
(mt)ne-Mt (2.3.3-3)
n!
which simplifies to
-Idt dt2.dt (2.3.3-4)
Therefore the probability that one event occurs between ti and dt; is (taking n=1),
d4
t (2.3.3-5)
Hence if one Poisson event has occurred in a given time interval, then the
probability for another occurrence during the time period t; +dt; is dt/t, independent of the
number of events that previously occurred. This will be an important derivation in
understanding Palm's theorem.
Let h( ) represent the probability that a repair will be completed in time T The
probability that an item entering the repair facility at time ti is completed at time t>t; is
t-t;
H(t -ti)= fh(TWd (2.3.3-6)
0
Using equation 2.3.3-5 the probability of a unit being repaired by time t, given that one
demand occurred between the time interval 0 to t, is
H(t-ti) dtI (2.3.3-7)
t
Equation 2.3.3-7 can be rewritten for a complete time interval as
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!fH(T)T (2.3.3-8)
0
Using the binomial distribution, the probability describing the fraction of fulfilled
demands can be known. Defining u as the maximum inventory, x as the inventory at time
t, and y as the demands up to time t, u-x is the number of units in repair and y+x-u would
be the number of completed repairs. Therefore the probability distribution for the u-x
repairs of the y demands will be
bin(x)= (yu -4(1- t)J H(T)dT (1 / t)J l - H (T)]dT (2.3.3-9)
_ 0 _ , 0
Weighting this distribution by the Poisson probability of demands y gives
Pr[inventory = x ]= p(yjmtIbin(x) (2.3.3-10)
Now let time t approach infinity.
F-mf(1-H (T))W t
Pr [inventory = x,]= lim m]e f{1 - H (T))dT (2.3.3-11)
This complicated formula can be simplified by noting that
im {1- H(T)]dT = fT Th(T)dT = T (2.3.3-12)
in which case,
limPr(inventory = x,) p(U - x mT) (2.3.3-13)
Thus the number of units in repair has a Poisson distribution of mean mT within the range
t = 0 to oo. Therefore, given a mean repair time and demand rate, Palm's theorem allows
an estimation of the steady-state probability distribution of the number of units in repair.
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2.3.4 Expected Backorders
The stock amount at any level of a warehouse system can be thought of as the
sum of on-hand inventory and due-in stock minus the present backorders (Sherbrooke,
1992).
s = OH + DI-BO (2.3.4-1)
Consider an item that has a one-for-one replenishment policy where the standing
stock level is one unit. If a failure occurs, the unit goes directly into repair. On-hand
inventory drops to zero, and the number due in is raised to one with the stock level, s,
remaining constant. If another failure occurs, the resulting stock-out initiates one
backorder, causing another unit to be ordered and due in. The stock level again remains
constant throughout the system.
A maintenance manager is concerned with the expected number of backorders.
The goal, as stated before, is to minimize the expected backorders subject to a cost
constraint. We can describe the number of backorders by the equation
As)=(X-S) if x>s (2.3.4-2)
=0 otherwise
where x is the number of failed units and s is the stock level. If the amount of inventory
to be repaired is greater than the amount of stock on hand, backorders will occur.
Otherwise, when the failed units amount to less than the on-hand stock, there will be no
backorders. Using the expectation value formula together with the number of backorders,
the expected backorders can be given as
EBO(s)= X(x-s)Pr(x) (2.3.4-3)
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Note that when s = 0,
EBO(O)= xPr(x)= E(x)= mT (2.3.4-4)
x=1
If a decision must be made between two items in a single-depot model, marginal
analysis can be used in conjunction with expected back orders to produce an optimal
solution for procurement (Sherbrooke, 1992).
Consider two items that have independent average annual demands, average
repair times and unit costs. Using equation 2.3.4-3 and 2.3.4-4 for expected backorders
(EBO's), a table can be made listing EBO(s) for varying stock levels, see table 2.3.4-1.
Table 2.3.4-1 Stock Level Expected Backorders
To determine the optimum procurement policy, it is necessary to check the
decrease in EBO(s) for differing stock purchases on the margin according the following
equation
EBO(s -1) - EBO(s) (2.3.4-5)
C
yielding a marginal cost EBO where c is the item cost. Table 2.3.4-2 gives the results.
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Item 1 2
Mean annual 20 40
demand (m)
Average repair time .5 .08
(7) _ _ _ _ _
Item Cost $500 $400
Stock Level (s) EBO(s) EBO(s)
0 10.00 3.20
1 9.00 2.24
2 8.00 1.41
3 7.00 0.79
4 6.01 0.39
5 5.04 0.18
6 4.11 0.07
7 3.24 0.02
8 2.46 0.01
9 1.79 0.00
10 1.25 0.00
When no stock purchases are made, the total expected backorders is the sum of
Table 2.3.4-2 Marginal Cost Analysis
Item 1 Item 2
Stock (s) EBO(s) EBO(s -1) - EBO(s) EBO(s) EBO(s -1) - EBO(s)
0.5 0.4
0 10.00 - 3.20 -
1 9.00 2.00 2.24 2.40
2 8.00 2.00 1.41 2.07
3 7.00 2.00 0.79 1.55
4 6.01 1.98 0.39 0.99
5 5.04 1.94 0.18 0.55
6 4.11 1.86 0.07 0.26
7 3.24 1.74 0.02 0.11
8 2.46 1.56 0.01 0.04
9 1.79 1.33 0.00 0.01
10 1.25 1.08 0.00 0.00
EBO(0) for item 1 and EBO(0) for item 2. The first purchase should correlate with the
unit that has the largest effect on expected backorders per unit cost. According to Table
2.3.3-2, the first purchase would be item 2 since its marginal EBO(1) = 2.40, while the
marginal EBO(1) = 2.00 for item 1. The next purchase would follow the same pattern:
Item 2 has a marginal EBO(2) = 2.07, while Item 1 has a marginal EBO (1) = 2.00, hence
item 2 would be the next purchase. This algorithm is continued until a budget constraint
or minimum EBO(s) desirability is reached. Table 2.3.4-3 shows the optimal purchasing
plan for these items, and figure 2.3.4-1 illustrates the cost-backorder curve. The general
form of the cost-backorder curve has a positive concavity extending to infinity.
Qualitatively, a small amount of investment can initially reduce the backorders by
a large amount, but as the expected backorders tend to zero, the cost will increase at a
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greater rate. Since transit organizations do not use expected backorders to relay
information on performance, a connection with availability is useful.
Table 2.3.4-3 Inventory Purchases
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Number EBO Cost ($000) Inventory
purchased
0 13.2 0.0 0 A, OB
1 12.2 0.4 OA, 1 B
2 11.4 0.8 OA, 2B
3 10.4 1.4 1 A, 2B
4 9.4 1.8 2A, 2B
5 8.4 2.3 3A, 2B
6 7.4 2.8 4 A, 2 B
7 6.5 3.3 5 A, 2 B
8 5.5 3.8 6 A, 2 B
9 4.7 4.3 7 A, 2 B
10 3.9 4.8 8 A, 2 B
11 3.3 5.2 8 A, 3 B
12 2.6 5.7 9 A, 3 B
13 2.0 6.2 10 A, 3 B
14 1.6 6.6 10A,4B
15 1.2 7.1 11 A, 4 B
16 0.9 7.6 12 A, 4 B
17 0.7 8.0 12 A, 5 B
18 0.5 8.5 13 A, 5 B
19 0.4 9.0 14 A, 5 B
20 0.3 9.4 14A,6B
Figure 2.3.4-1 Optimal fumction of EBO vs. cost
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2.3.5 Availability
Sherbrooke (1992) provides an excellent derivation of availability. In the context
of a subway rail system, consider the sliding door motor found in train cabs.
Representing the door motor as part i on the train, let Zj be the number of i units on a
train, and the number of trains be N. There would therefore be NZi locations of part i.
For a system that has 40 cabs with 4 door motors per cab, the system would consist of
160 door motors. The probability of a door motor malfunctioning in the system equals
the total backorders for unit i divided by the total number of door motors in the system,
EBOi (Si)
NZ,
The probability of availability is
1- (Si) (2.3.5-2)
_NZi
The exponent corresponds to Zi occurrences of unit i. Overall availability for the entire
system is a product over all parts, i = 1 to I. Therefore, a definition of availability for the
train, given as a percentage, would be
EBQ (siA=100J NI]1- (2.3.5-3)
i=1 .NZ
or
A EBQ(sj) '
-- = 1- (2.3.5-4)100 =1 NZ
Taking the logarithm of both sides separates the different units.
A )EBO ( Si).log =IZ, log 1- (2.3.5-5)100 =1NZ,
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Expanding the logarithm using the approximation
log(1 - x) = -x + -... (2.3.5-6)
2
gives
A EBO (Si )log Z, (2.3.5-7)
100 i=, NZ,
log( -- E -S (2.3.5-8)100 N
This last expression is a separable function of EBO's for the individual units.
Since both a function and the logarithm of a function have their maximum at the same
point in space, equation 2.3.5-8 proves that minimizing the expected backorders will
maximize the logarithm of availability, hence maximizing availability.
Figure 2.3.5-1 shows an ideal system availability curve. Given that much of the
real world does not operate at optimality, a typical agency may procure parts such that
their system lies within the optimum curve at point "X". By implementing an optimal
ordering algorithm, an agency could either operate at the same cost with a better
availability, or reduce costs and operate at the previous availability.
Figure 2.3.5-1 System Availability
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2.3.6 METRIC
A common model used in maintenance operations is the multi-echelon inventory
system. This theory is characterized by large central depots and smaller local bases
where inventory is held at more than one location. Feeney and Sherbrooke (1966)
developed an algorithm to determine what items to purchase and where to store them in a
multi-echelon system. Here, the availability is maximized by the choice of item and
location. The variables of METRIC theory are given below (Sherbrooke, 1992).
mj - average annual demand at base j
Tj - average repair time (in years) at base j
pj - average annual pipeline at base j (mj * Tj)
rj - probability of repair at base j
Oj - average order-to-ship time from depot to base j
The subscript j refers to the bases, 1.. .J, and a zero subscript will designate depot
information. The average annual demand on the depot will be a summation over all bases
for those parts that cannot be repaired at their base,
m0 = m, (1- r) (2.3.6-1)-
The average depot pipeline is
po= MOTO (2.3.6-2)
If the depot does not have inventory on-hand, there will be an expected backorder
at the depot,
EBO(solm.To) (2.3.6-3)
and the resupply request to the base will be delayed.
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The average pipeline for demand at base j will consist of the units repaired at the
base,
miTir; (2.3.6-4)
plus a function of those that are not repaired at the base. For these items, the delay could
be due to the average order-to-ship time,
(2.3.6-5)
or a proportion of them could be backordered at the depot,
EBO(so moTo )1
ld ein 0
The sum of these outcomes yields an equation for the average pipeline at base]j:
EBO(sojmaTo )
p= m, r (iT +(1- r1 0{ + in0
0O
(2.3.6-6)
(2.3.6-7)
As an example, consider a multi-echelon system of one depot and three identical
bases. Let
mj= 35
Tj= .02 (in years)
r= .25
Oj=.001
To= .02 (in years)
mo= 3*35*(1-.25) = 78.75
p = .02*78.75 = 1.575
The inventory pipeline at basej, gj , can be calculated using equation 2.3.3-7 with
different depot stock levels. With this inventory pipeline, the expected backorders can be
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tabulated using the EBO equation 2.3.6-3. Since base stock levels will be dependent on
the depot stock level, expected backorder equations must be calculated for both depot and
base stock levels of different size. A matrix must then be formed for all combinations of
depot vs. base stock levels. Examples of the calculations are given in Appendix A.
Table 2.3.6-1 shows one set of results. The shaded diagonal depicts the expected
backorders for a variety of allocations of exactly four units of stock between the three
bases and the depot. The minimum expected backorder for 4 units is .28, with 1 unit at
the depot and 3 units designated for the bases. The exercise can be repeated if there are
two or more items to purchase, in which case marginal analysis can determine optimality
across items. Table 2.3.6-1 determines where to store the units, and marginal analysis,
using an optimal expected backorders table similar to Table 2.3.4-3 for all units, selects
among items.
Table 2.3.6-1 Inventory Storage Matrix
Base Stock Level Depot Stock Level
0 1 2 3 4 | 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 2.18 1.39 0.92 0.71 0.63 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60
1 1.66 1.02 0.65 0.50 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42
2 1.15 0.65 0.39 0.29 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24
3 0.63 0.28 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
4 0.46 0.20 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04
5 0.30 0.12 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02
6 0.13 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00
7 0.10 0.03 0.01 0.00
8 0.06 0.02 0.00
9 0.02 0.00
10 0.02
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2.3.7 Multi-Indenture Theory
In the context of a subway rail system, consider the sliding door motor in a train
cab. If the door motor malfunctions due to a loose air pressure valve, the entire motor
should not be replaced, for only the replacement of the pressure valve is required. In this
example, the door motor is labeled a Line-Replaceable Unit, or LRU, and the pressure
valve is called a Shop-Replaceable Unit, or SRU. For repairable items, an LRU can be
composed of many SRU's. This is multi-indenture inventory policy (Muckstadt, 1973).
Following the same logic as METRIC, if the expectation values describing the number of
LRU's in repair at a random point in time, also called the LRU pipeline, can be
determined, then the expected backorders for the LRU at the bases can be derived.
Multi-indenture theory can be used in conjunction with multi-echelon theory, as
Muckstadt (1973) shows. For clarity of exposition, a single echelon example will be
introduced with multi-echelon, multi-indenture theory given in section 2.3.8 with an
introduction to VARIMETRIC.
The number of LRU's in repair at a given point in time is the sum of the present
LRU depot inventory pipeline plus those demands prior to repair time that were delayed
due to an SRU stock-out. Consequently, the mean requires a sum over all SRU items
i... .
E(xo)= m0 TO + EBO(silmilT) (2.3.7-1)
where
mO = Xm (2.3.7-2)
i=1
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The expected LRU base backorders can be calculated using the mean of the LRU
depot pipeline, E(xo).
EBO(sejxo) (2.3.7-3)
This is the same logic applied in METRIC where the expected backorders, EBO(solxo),
were calculated by utilizing the mean of the pipeline, E(xo).
For modeling purposes, the required information consists of the stock levels,
demand rates, and repair times for the LRU and its family of SRU's. Consider the
information in Table 2.3.7-1
Table 2.3.7-1 LRU Family Tree
Item Stock Level (s) Demand Rate (m) Average Repair
Time (T)
LRU 6 50 .04
SRU#1 15 110 .1
SRU#2 8 50 .15
SRU #3 6 100 .1
SRU #4 20 75 .18
SRU #5 10 90 .15
Using equation 2.3.7-1,
E(xo)= 2+.216+.861+4.11+0.18+3.79 =11.05 (2.3.7-4).
and
EBO(6|11.05)= 5.11 (2.3.7-5)
Detailed calculations are given in Appendix B. Using this information, the same
marginal cost analysis is followed as in Section 2.3.4 to determine the optimal ordering
plan across LRU families. This model, called MODMETRIC, works well as a
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preliminary approximation for EBO's, but it can underestimate expected backorders by as
much as a factor of four (Sherbrooke, 1992).
The model's problem lies in the distribution assumed for the LRU depot pipeline.
It w c ta 4 te T PU hackorders had a pipeline that followed a Poissonit was accepteU LIIL L1' ~ -- ~_
distribution. Recall from Section 2.3.2 that the variance of a Poisson distribution is equal
to its mean. In practice, the variance of the pipeline is larger than the mean. In fact, for
stock levels greater than zero, the variance-to-mean ratio of expected backorders will
exceed one, and reach a maximum where the stock level equals the expectation value
(Svoronos, 1986). Even though LRU and SRU demand is Poisson, the probability
distribution for the LRU backorders is Poisson only when stock levels equals zero.
Consequently, since an LRU is a composition of SRU backorder distributions, the LRU
pipeline is Poisson only when the stock level for each SRU is equal to zero (Sherbrooke,
1992). Since the variance is a function of the stock level, a term in the expected
backorder equation should include the variance of the inventory pipeline.
For a multi-echelon system, the mean inventory pipeline for the number of LRU's
in repair is (see equation 2.3.7-1),
E(xo )= m0 TO + EBO(s Im;T 1) (2.3.7-6)
i=I
The variance of the pipeline can be derived from this equation since the variance
of a sum is equal to the sum of the variances, and the number of units in depot repair is a
Poisson process.
Var(xo)= moTo + VBO(sI|m;T1 ) (2.3.7-7)
For the data in Table 2.3.7-1, the variance can be calculated using equation 2.3.7-7,
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Var(xo)= 2 +.693 + 2.39 + 8.88 + 0.26 +10.6 = 24.9
Giving a variance-to-mean ratio of
VTMR = 24. 1.05 = 2.24 (2.3.7-9)
Therefore, a distribution with a variance-to-mean ratio greater than one should be used
for expected backorders.
The negative binomial distribution, given by
neg(x)= (a + x -1, x)x(1- b)" (2.3.7-10)
is a good candidate because it possesses the following characteristics (Sherbrooke, 1992):
* A nonnegative discrete distribution
e A compound Poisson distribution
e A variance-to-mean ratio greater than one
Using equations 2.3.1-1 and 2.3.1-2 for the mean and variance of a function, the
parameters a and b can be given in terms of the mean and the variance-to-mean ratio as
a = /(2.3.7-11)
(V - 1)
b= (-i) (2.3.7-12)
V
For a known mean and variance, the parameters a,b can be determined and used
in a negative binomial distribution to solve for expected backorders.
2.3.8 VARIMETRIC
A multi-indenture, multi-echelon inventory model developed by Slay (1984),
named VARIMETRIC, uses a negative binomial distribution to incorporate the variance
as well as the mean in determining expected backorders. The same approach used in
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(2.3.7-8)
METRIC will be employed here. The ultimate goal is to apply marginal analysis in
determining which LRU's to buy and where to store them with the goal of minimizing
expected backorders. For each LRU family, expected backorders will be computed using
the mean and variance of their inventory pipelines.
For the following notation, the subscript j denotes the base with a null subscript
denoting the depot. The units are as follows (Sherbrooke, 1992):
xo = number of units in repair at depot
x= number of units in pipeline for base j
m= average annual demand by base j on depot for resupply
o = order and ship time from depot to any base
so = stock level at depot
mo = total demand of bases for resupply from depot
When the number of LRU units in repair at the depot is less than the depot stock
level, there will be no backorders. The only delays will result from resupply to the base
(mjO). When the opposite is true, there will be backorders equaling (xO - se), with
units coming from base j. Thus
E(xj)= m3 O+ m1EBO(s0 ) (2.3.8-1)
and
(- _- Lj EBO(so) m 2 VBO(so)
Var(x1)= m O+ ( M EO + MO (2.3.8-2)
These two equations will be used extensively with the following notation to
describe the expectation and variance values for VARIMETRIC (Sherbrooke, 1992).
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The notation will require two subscripts to denote objects that are SRU's ( i= 1..J) at
bases (j = 1.. .J), and null subscripts will refer to the LRU (i = 0) and depot (j= 0).
my= average annual demand for SRU i at base j
Ty = average repair time (in years) for SRU i at basej
ry = probability that a failure of SRU i at base j can be repaired at base j
qg = probability that an LRU being repaired at base j will result from an isolated
failure of SRU i.
0; = order and ship time of SRU I
sq= stock level of SRU i at base j
xy = number of SRU i at base j in repair or resupply at a random point in time
The expected backorder function will be a function of the stock level, s, the mean
or expectation value, and the variance. Two locations will describe the flow of inventory
for the bases' LRU and SRU demand and the depot's LRU and SRU demand
(Sherbrooke, 1992). Figure 2.3.8-1 displays a representation of the flow of materials
through the system. Arrows represent the demand flows. From 1 to 2, the base requires
an SRU that it has in inventory, or if the base does not have the SRU in stock, it will be
ordered from the depot, as is depicted from 2 to 4. From 1 to 3, the base needs a
completely new LRU, and the defective unit is shipped to the depot for repair. From 3 to
4, the LRU demands an on-hand SRU at the depot.
Figure 2.3.8-1 Base-Depot Demand
1. LRU Base Demand 3. LRU Depot Demand
2. SRU Base Demand j 4. SRU Depot Demand
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A set of equations will be developed that can derive the SRU demand rates at the
base and depot, and the LRU depot demand rates from LRU base demand rates, m;. The
SRU demand rate for item i at base j can be thought of as solely a function of base LRU
demand, following the arrow from 1 to 2. Therefore, the SRU demand will be a function
of the LRU demand rate times the probability that the LRU is repaired at the base
multiplied by the conditional probability that the LRU will need SRUi for repair. Thus,
my = morojqj (2.3.8-3)
Since mi( 1 -ri;) represents demand for SRUj at basej that must be repaired at the depot,
the fraction of depot demand for SRUi resupplied to base j is
f ( - (2.3.8-4)Mio
For SRU's in base repair/resupply, the number of units i at base j will be the
pipeline (order-and-ship time and base repair time) plus the fraction of delays resulting
from depot backorders of SRU i.
E(x, )= m, [(I- rj q0 + rjT ]+ fiyEBO(siojmOTiO)
Var(x, )= mj (1 - r , + r T1 I+ f,1 (1 - f1 )EBO(sio miOTO )+ f| 12VBO(sio~mioTio)
Depot LRU demand will be a function of all LRU base demand rates multiplied
by their associated probabilities that they cannot be repaired at the base.
I
moo =Y o m(I (- ro ) (2.3.8-5)
j=1
The fraction of demand at the depot for SRUi due to LRU depot repairs is
fio - (2.3.8-6)
Mio
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For depot repair of an LRU, an SRU backorder with probabilityfio, could be delaying the
repair, or delaying resupply to a particular base.
E(xo )= mOOTOO + fjoEBO(sio mIiOT 0) (2.3.8-7)
i=1 i=1Var(xOO ) = T + Xf10 (I - f10 )EBO(si0 1mi 01>, )+ f10 O s1 moio)(238)
SRU depot demand rates will be a function of both LRU depot demand rates that
have a conditional probability of fault due to SRUj, plus SRU demand that, with a given
probability, cannot be repaired at its base:
mi =m,, (1 - r.)+ mOOqjO (2.3.8-9)
j=1
The fraction of LRU demand being resupplied to base j is
f m 0 (Ir 0e) (2.3.8-10)
mo
Base repair/resupply for LRU's will be a function of three situations: the pipeline when
there are no backorders (the order-and-ship time and base repair time), resupply delay
due to depot LRU backorders, and repair delay due to base SRU backorders. Therefore,
the mean and variance will be
E(xo, )= m; [(i - roj )00 + rj T,, ]+ f0j EBO(s, jE(xOO ), Var(xco ))+ EBO(si |E(xij ),Var(x)
(2.3.8-11)
Var(xo j= mo (i - r 00 + rOTO ]+ f, (1 - fo, )EBO(soj E(xcO ),Var(xO))
+ fOjVBO(sOO E(xo ),Var(xo ))+ YVBO(s1 JE(xj ) Var(xi1 ) (2.3.8-12)
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As an example, consider a system of one depot supplying two bases. The
procurement manager must decide the most optimal way to purchase two separate LRU's
where each LRU consists of two, non identical SRU's. Appendix D displays the list of
information needed in the VARIMETRIC algorithm for this situation. Highlighted are
those characteristics that must be approximated or assumed. The order-and-ship times
from depot to base are not tabulated.
Appendix A.3 provides the detailed calculations. The METRIC method will be
followed again. Expected backorders are calculated for varying stock levels, and
procurement decisions are made based on marginal analysis of cost and expected
backorders. A level of availability or a budget constraint is used to determine the final
stock levels across LRU families. While spreadsheet formulation was adequate for the
previous example, a more realistic approach to determining optimum stockage policies
requires the use of traditional command line computer programming.
2.3.9 Applications of VARIMETRIC
A computer model entitled OATMEAL (the Optimum Allocation of Test
Equipment/Manpower Evaluated Against Logistics) has been developed by Kaplan and
Orr (1985). This sophisticated algorithm establishes optimal inventory policies for three-
indenture items by focusing on operational availability. According to Sherbrooke (1992),
the armed forces have applied an ordering algorithm to spares planning. The US Air
Force has used a VARIMETRIC program called Aircraft Availability Model to estimate
spares budgets, the US Army has an alogorithm called SESAME (Selected Essential-Item
Stockage for Availability Method), and the US Navy has a model titled ACIM
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(Availability Centered Inventory Model). Several aircraft manufacturers in Europe use a
VARIMETRIC-based model called OPUS, developed in Sweden. IBM has used an
inventory planning program to manage its spare parts for a four-echelon system
consisting of over 200,000 stock keeping units (SKU). After implementation of its
program, IBM has reduced its inventory investment by almost 25% for a savings of $0.25
billion (Sherbrooke 1992).
2.3.10 Comparison of Inventory Policies
Muckstadt and Thomas (1980) compared three types of inventory models: level
decomposition, item decomposition and a "days of supply" system. The level
decomposition policy maintains an aggregate service measure at a constant level where
each echelon will minimize their stock investment to meet a given service level goal.
Tradeoffs occur between system performance level and system investment. The item
decomposition, or METRIC, approach already described extensively in this thesis set
stock levels for all items at all locations according to an optimized ordering plan. The
"days of supply" approach allocates stock according to a specified time period. This
policy is the most widely used system in practice, although it did not perform well
enough to be included in their conclusions.
When measured against the level decomposition approach in their experiment, the
METRIC approach consistently required less investment than the level decomposition
approach for the same level of performance, with some items requiring only half the
inventory. In addition, they found that the larger the number of low-demand items and
tighter the budget constraints, the better the performance of a METRIC solution.
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All inventory planning systems require some form of control through the use of
information technology. It was determined that the computation cost of implementing a
METRIC system is comparable to that of the level decomposition or "days of supply"
system. Since the "days of supply" approach is not comparable, and item decomposition
consistently outperformed level decomposition, the METRIC inventory planning system
is the best solution.
2.3.11 Multi-Echelon Extension
A theoretical study by Malec and Steinhorn (1980) has shown that infrastructure
design can reduce the number of required reparables spares in a system. Extending the
multi-echelon system to base, depot, and sub-depot facilities, the same service level in a
base-depot configuration will hold more spares compared to a sub-depot design.
The sub-depot design is shown in Figure 2.3.11-1. When an item fails at a base,
an on-site spare is instantly provided. The on-site spare is replaced with a sub-depot
spare, which is replaced by the depot spare. The failed unit is shipped to the repair
facility, where it is repaired and transported to the site's depot. The sub-depot
configuration ensures a higher probability of the depot providing a spare when one is
needed. Although the following analysis does not consider an LRU/SRU family, the
model can be extended to include component part failures. Using the Poisson distribution
for item demand rates, it was shown that under a system of 15 depots and 75 bases, the
depot should hold 270 spares to satisfy an overall availability constraint greater than
99.9%. A sub-depot configuration, with one depot serving five sub-depots and one sub-
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depot serving five bases, 201 total spares are required for the same 99.9%service level.
This system redesign represents a 25.6% reduction in inventory.
Figure 2.3.11-1 Sub-Depot System Design
Despite the quick inventory reduction, a complete analysis of the sub-depot
configuration should include the cost of added infrastructure weighed against the benefits
of holding fewer inventories. For a transit agency located in a city where land is
expensive, the addition of a new warehouse as a sub-depot facility can mitigate the
advantages of purchasing fewer spares.
2.4 Supply Chain Management
Supply chain management is a business philosophy reflecting a new paradigm in
operations to dismantle the barriers that exist in the manufacturing and distribution of
goods from raw material to end consumer. A typical configuration of supply chain links
begins with the raw material provider. Product flows to a manufacturing or processing
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plant and is transported to a distribution center. From there, product is shipped to a
wholesaler and finally to a retailer. Sharing information between these links can improve
operations. A study of the apparel industry by Kurt Salmon Associates shows the effect
of information sharing on lead-time, product sales and returns on investment (Hammond
and Kelly, 1990). The improved supply chain allowed apparel retailers, wholesalers, and
manufacturers to produce and sell products more efficiently in an environment where
fashions change rapidly.
For the apparel industry, long lead-times produced a wealth of unwanted materials
and poor customer service levels. In other industries, long lead-times result in an
overabundance of safety stock. Safety stock exists to leverage against uncertain demand
during a lead-time and the variability in the lead-time itself. New management
techniques have attempted to control the lead-time by forming channel partnerships.
Through partnerships with suppliers, savings can be realized via improved service levels,
reduced operating expenses due to fewer transaction costs, and reduced inventory levels.
In the Health Care Industry, Baxter, a supplier of consumable hospital goods, has
initiated a stockless program to offer hospitals commonly used medical supplies such as
latex gloves and IV solutions as the prime vendor. In the past, bidding wars were
constantly fought over a difference in price of $.03 for consumable hospital products
(Byrnes, 1993). To transform these relationships, Baxter established new alliances with
hospitals that focused on consumer needs and mutual values. As a result, the
participating hospitals eliminated a large amount of inventory, cleared stockroom space
for other supplies, and cut a portion of its materials management labor costs.
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Intercompany operating ties, such as Baxter's system, are seldom as simple to
implement as they appear (Byrnes and Shapiro, 1991). Awareness of risks and rewards is
commonly overlooked when addressing a potential partner. Understanding the internal
changes necessary, the communication between parties, and the importance of a common
strategic view are important areas of consideration. Of utmost significance, a transit
agency attempting to implement new supply chain management practices must be lead by
management that is familiar with logistics and understands the orientation and goals of its
organization.
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Chapter 3
MASSACHUSETTS BAY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
3.1 Budget
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority is composed of many
departments. In Figure 3.1-1, the fiscal year 1998 budget is given according to system
budgets (FY 1998 Budget, 1998). Included in operations and maintenance are subway,
bus, and railroad operations plus private carriers, transportation support services, and
materials management. The treasury system contains the budget and revenue
departments plus the audit services and treasury controller. The strategic planning
system includes the real estate, planning and design departments. The business system
consists of the office of the general manager, human resources, marketing and the
information systems departments. MBTA relations covers the law, police, safety, labor
relations, public affairs, organizational diversity, and transportation access departments.
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It is clear that the majority of expense lies in operations and maintenance. Not
included in this chart is the capital cost for new material procurement, also called
"Capital Buys". Capital Expenditures make up the largest cost of the maintenance
department. Figure 3.1-2 shows the capital purchases from 1993 to 1997 (National
Transit Database, 1999). These figures are for rolling stock only and do not include
capital facilities costs, which would not be budgeted toward the vehicle operations
department. Also not included in the rolling stock capital purchase data due to lack of
sufficient information are the trolley bus and demand service units. It is evident from
figure 3.1-2 that in 1995 purchases were made across the majority of modes resulting in a
greater expense exceeding $216 million. Averaging 1995 across the five-year time span,
the mean annual capital expenditure from 1993 to 1997 totaled over $107 million. This is
a considerable sum compared with the overall MBTA fiscal year 1998 budget of
approximately $800 million (FY 1998 Budget, 1998).
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Figre 31-2 Time Series of Capital Expendtures
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3.2 Materials Management Department
The stated objectives for the MBTA Materials Management department are to
"purchase, receive, store, and distribute materials, equipment, and supplies, as well as
service contracts, [and] to support the activities of all departments (FY 1998 Budget,
1998)." The Vehicle/Systems Procurement Department, within the Materials
Management Department, manages the capital program for revenue service vehicles,
which includes the purchasing of new rail cars and spares. MBTA goals for FY 1998
include optimizing inventory levels by liquidating obsolete inventory, managing and
tracking current inventory levels, and investigating purchasing or monitoring
opportunities on the internet.
The Materials Management Department operates a "Dunn and Bradstreet"
ordering system commonly used in the private sector. The program tracks inventory
demand monthly and produces an average of usage based on the previous 12 months.
The system is driven by a maximum/minimum ordering policy. For the MBTA, the
maximum corresponds to four weeks usage and the minimum marks two weeks usage
plus lead-time demand. Lead-time is an input into the program and different for all units.
It represents the amount of time that it takes for the unit(s) to arrive on the shop floor
once the purchase order has been completed.
The MBTA holds approximately $30 million worth of inventory, with 83% in
dollar value being held at their central stores, the Everett and Charlestown shops. Everett
is the main depot of maintenance equipment, and Charlestown holds all slow or non-
moving parts such as ladders or desk chairs. Bases are located within the Boston
metropolitan area for routine vehicle inspection and storage.
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All spares are categorized as A,B,or C items according to a usage standard or
investment requirement. Class A items are those that break an investment ceiling or
account for a large percentage of usage. Class A items represent the majority of holding
stock. Class C items are slow-movers typically stored at the Charlestown shop. Class B
covers intermediate spares. Safety stock is held for all Class A items. Historical data or
type of purchase determines the amount of requisite safety stock. Safety stock's role is to
fill the inventory pipeline during unexpected demand swings and/or long procurement
processes.
For a typical class A spare, the purchasing department accepts bids for contracts
when a minimum stock requirement is met. The bidding process generally takes from 30
to 60 days, and supplier contracts can sustain many years, one year or only one order
(McGrath, 1999).
3.3 MBTA Performance Measures
An obvious inventory spares performance measure would be the number of stock-
outs or backorders, those items that are in demand but not on the shelf. However, from a
manager's perspective, a budgetary performance measure is more descriptive. For this
reason, it is better to consider maintenance expense associated with a targeted
availability.
Vehicle maintenance cost per revenue vehicle mile is measured from 1993-1997
for light rail, heavy rail and motor buses in Figure 3.3-1 (National Transit Database,
1999). According to the graph, the MBTA has done a remarkable job in the last five
years by reducing the vehicle maintenance expense per mile.
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Figure 3.3-1 Time Series of Cost Efficiency
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The positive performance is further demostrated with the information given in
Figure 3.3-2. Across the same time span, revenue vehicle miles remained relatively
constant. This confirms that the declining performance ratio in Figure 3.3-1 represents a
positive trend toward better utilization of the maintenance function within the
maintenance department.
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The value of performance data is incomplete without cross-sectional analysis.
The Southeastern Pennsylvania Transit Authority (SEPTA) is a common peer of the
MBTA because it operates under similar conditions, such as metropolitan size, vehicle
miles, bus and rail speeds, and infrastructure. Table 3.3-1 presents the average vehicle
maintenance expense per revenue vehicle mile for SEPTA from 1993 to 1995 (National
Transit Database, 1999). In comparison to Figure 3.3-1, the MBTA is operating at an
average performance level and reducing its expense toward a more efficient operation.
Table 3.3-1 MBTA and SEPTA Performance Measures
Transit Mode MBTA Vehicle Maintenance SEPTA Vehicle Maintenance
Expense ($)/Revenue Vehicle Expense ($)/
Mile Revenue Vehicle Mile
Commuter Rail 1.73 2.27
Heavy Rail 1.34 1.27
Light Rail 3.26 3.00
Motor Bus 1.82 1.60
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Chapter 4
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Areas of Improvement at the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
Based on section 3.3, the MBTA is managing an efficient maintenance
department. Vehicles continue to operate with less maintenance expense per mile while
mileage remains relatively constant. The Dunn and Bradstreet information system has
excellent visibility of parts across depots and bases, and it has the ability to track part-
supplier information. The MBTA employs inventory managers familiar with supply
chain innovations. Dave McGrath, Manager of Stores and Inventory Control, is President
of the Purchasing Management Association of Boston and Treasurer of the Boston
Chapter of Materials Handling and Management Society. He is a member of the Boston
Chapter of American Production and Inventory Control Society and the National
Association of Purchasing Managers, and he regularly attends Council on Logistics
Management conferences. Finally, the MBTA is working in the right direction toward
maintenance improvement based on the goals set in FY 1998, see section 3.2.
The MBTA can focus on capital expenditures and inventory management as areas
of improvement for the maintenance department. Implementing an optimal ordering plan
for inventory spares can reduce costs and increase current availability. By establishing
channel partners, the MBTA can reduce safety stock levels. From conversations with Mr.
McGrath, this practice has already been adopted. Long-term contracts have been formed
with some suppliers, and management expects to increase its use.
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4.2 Capital Expenses
When procuring capital spares, the MBTA employs two sources of advice. The
spare manufacturer offers purchasing recommendations based on engineering designs and
research. As a second source of information, maintenance employees provide
recommendations based on mechanical experience. These are important considerations
when determining how to spend money on spare items. However, since upwards of $100
million is spent annually in this area, an algorithm designed to produce optimal solutions
would be a reasonable investment. From conversations with Mr. McGrath, the variables
necessary for VARIMETRIC, many of which can be surmised using the same
recommendations previously employed by the MBTA, are considered reasonable
numbers to approximate.
Many programs exist to facilitate a multi-indenture multi-echelon ordering
system. Section 2.3.9 mentions a number of them. A new ordering system would
require investment, which could be allocated as a capital purchase itself. It is difficult to
presume the benefits in maintenance savings without running a model populated with
actual numbers. Thus for this study, an introduction of capital spares purchasing models
for the transit industry is conclusive. It is of the author's opinion that, based on this
work, such a system can improve both the information and capital assets of a quality
maintenance program.
4.3 Inventory Management
The inventory management system can be improved by eliminating a large
amount of unnecessary safety stock. Figure 4.3-1 shows three inventory levels, all for a
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spare that has a 35 unit per week demand rate. Bar 1 is the minimum/maximum ordering
cycle assuming product arrives when ordered (no lead-times). Bar 2 includes a lead-time
demand in the reorder point minimum where the lead-time is assumed to be 14 days, the
average lead-time from data provided. The upper portion of Bars 1 and 2 represent the
inventory flows through a facility. The bottom portion is the safety stock that covers
unusual peaks in demand. It is interesting to note that the warehouse for Bar 2 must
"hold" twice the amount of safety stock as Bar 1 due to the lead-time. It is normal
practice for supply chain managers to work toward reducing lead-times, and channel
partnerships are a solution to this problem. However, a more important application of
partnerships is evident in the elimination of the current bidding process.
Bar 3 shows the safety stock alone that must be held if a bidding process is
included in the lead-time. Bidding processes average from 30 to 60 days but are not
officially part of lead-time demand calculations (McGrath, 1999). When including this
extension, the safety stock inflates to a level greater than the amount of maximum
inventory.
Figure 4.3-1 Inventory Reorder Points and Safety Stock
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By forming partnerships, as the MBTA currently is pursuing, the long bidding
process can be eliminated which can in turn reduce the safety stock. Table 4.3-1 displays
a 2x2 contingency table for determining what type of spares to use in a partnership.
Because of their high holding cost, large demand and resulting pressure on warehouse
space, high cost-high utility items should be purchased through contracts in partnerships.
The same logic can be applied to low cost-high utility items. These consumables deplete
warehouse space, and bidding does not produce a large enough price variance for low
cost items. Transaction costs must be considered for low utility-low cost items. A lower
demand translates into less safety stock, and if transaction costs are low in the bidding
process, a partnership offers no extra value. For high cost-low utility items, a decision to
partner is dependent on the number of suppliers. Since demand is low, the safety stock
can be disregarded. If there are a large number of suppliers for a high cost item, bidding
can have a larger effect on purchase price.
Table 4.3-1 Partner Contingencies
High A Function of Suppliers Partnership
Cost
A Function of Transaction Partnership
Low
Low Utility High
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4.4 Areas of Future Research
A complete analysis of capital buys will require real data from the MBTA. A
model using past MBTA purchases can be compared to actual purchases for an
illustration of the benefits of such a purchasing system. Using this information, a cost-
benefit analysis of a new purchasing system can be fully realized. This work would
require purchasing histories and spare description approximations, numbers that are
initially difficult to attain from the MBTA but are said to be available records. To
analyze cost implications, research into available software would be appropriate, or a
project team could develop an algorithm specifically designed for the MBTA.
Mr. McGrath pointed out a problem in the forecasting mechanism. Workers enter
used part numbers into the information system that calculates monthly and weekly
demands. Often, the data is not tabulated, and it is entered erratically to initiate a part
order. An example of an air filter's demand over 12 months is given in Figure 4.4-1
(Item Number 03211012 Warehouse Inquiry, 1999). Since forecasts are determined by
the previous 12 months usage, having the next month read 0 demands instead of 466
demands can have a considerable effect on the forecasted weekly demand. Supply chain
topics often deal with improving work habits. A study to determine the methods of
compensation for workers who consistently track used parts can improve the forecasting
and inventory control system by feeding consistent data into the average monthly
demand.
Looking toward the next decade, the federal government will be granting record
amounts of funding toward transportation improvements. Since the maintenance
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department is critical for maintaining high service levels, efficient use of this funding will
be significant. Despite the fact that a large fraction of a transit agencies' budget is allotted
for capital spare acquisition, little research has been done in this area. There are many
repairable inventory purchasing algorithms used both in the private industry and the
armed forces. The item decomposition approach, such as VARIMETRIC, has been
proven to be the most optimal under circumstances that are common in transit
maintenance departments. In fact, the variables used in VARIMETRIC are the same as
those used by maintenance managers to procure capital spares presently.
Many companies have utilized inventory management as a source of cost
reduction and service improvement. Supply chain management practices have
introduced channel partnerships as a key toward reducing the variability in both lead-
times and demand forecasting. Within the transit industry, channel partnerships can be
established to eliminate unnecessary safety stock by reexamining the role of the bidding
process. Many opportunities exist for future study in inventory management, including
preparing working models and conducting financial analysis.
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Appendix A
METRIC CALCULATIONS
Variables
#ofbases= 3
m j annual demand at base= 35
T j repair time (in years) = 0.02
r j probability of repair at base J = 0.25
o order and ship time = 0.001
T 0 repair time at depot = 0.02
c item cost ($000) = 4
mu j inventory pipeline at base j = 0.72625
m 0 demand at the depot = 78.75
mu 0 inventory pipeline at the depot = 1.575
Depot
n p(n) sum p(n) EBO (n)
0 0.207007553 0.207008 1.575
1 0.326036895 0.533044 0.782008
2 0.256754055 0.789799 0.315052
3 0.134795879 0.924594 0.104851
4 0.053075877 0.97767 0.029445
5 0.016718901 0.994389 0.007115
6 0.004388712 0.998778 0.001504
7 0.00098746 0.999765 0.000282
8 0.000194406 0.99996 4.75E-05
9 3.40211 E-05 0.999994 7.25E-06
10 5.35832E-06 0.999999 1.01 E-06
11 7.67214E-07 1 1.3E-07
Base
n p(n) sum p(n) EBO (n)
0 0.483719541 0.48372 0.72625
1 0.351301317 0.835021 0.20997
2 0.127566291 0.962587 0.04499
3 0.030881673 0.993469 0.007578
4 0.005606954 0.999076 0.001046
5 0.00081441 0.99989 0.000122
6 9.85775E-05 0.999989 1.23E-05
7 1.02274E-05 0.999999 1.1 E-06
8 9.28458E-07 1 8.7E-08
9 7.49214E-08 1 6.23E-09
10 5.44117E-09 1 4.07E-10
11 3.59241E-10 1 2.44E-11
EBO (0) = mu j
EBO (n) = EBO (n-1) + sum p(n-1)-
p(0) = exp ( -mu )
p(n) = p(n-1) * mu / n
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EBO for all bases
n EBO (n)
0 2.17875
1 1.662469541
2 1.146189083
3 0.629908624
4 0.464929483
5 0.299950341
6 0.1349712
7 0.097558349
8 0.060145498
9 0.022732647
10 0.016201469
Appendix B
MOD-METRIC
LRU
n Stock Level = 6
m Annual Demand Rate 50
T Repair Time (in years) = 0.04
mu inv pipeline = 21
SRU 1
n Stock Level = 15
m Annual Demand Rate = 1101
T Repair Time (in years) = 0.1
mu inv pipeline = 11
SRU 2
n Stock Level = 8
m Annual Demand Rate = 50
T Repair Time (in years) = 0.15
mu inv pipeline 17.5
SRU 3
n Stock Level = 6
m Annual Demand Rate = 100
T Repair Time (in years) = 0.1
mu inv pipeline = 10
SRU 4
n Stock Level = 20
m Annual Demand Rate =75
T Repair Time (in years) = 0.18
Imu inv pipeline = W13.51
SRU 5
n Stock Level = 10
m Annual Demand Rate =90
T Repair Time (in years) = 0.15
mu inv pipeline = 13.51
LRU
n p(n) sum p(n) EBO (n)
0 1.58388E-05 1.58E-05 11.05305
1 0.000175067 0.000191 10.05307
2 0.000967511 0.001158 9.053257
3 0.003564648 0.004723 8.054415
4 0.009850057 0.014573 7.059138
5 0.021774634 0.036348 6.073711
6 0.040112685 0.07646 5.110059
7 0.063338215 0.139799 4.186519
8 0.087510055 0.227309 3.326318
9 0.107472555 0.334781 2.553627
10 0.11878995 0.453571 1.888408
11 0.119362839 0.572934 1.341979
12 0.109943617 0.682878 0.914913
13 0.093477867 0.776356 0.597791
14 0.073801108 0.850157 0.374146
15 0.054381822 0.904538 0.224303
16 0.037567811 0.942106 0.128842
17 0.024425817 0.966532 0.070948
18 0.014998876 0.981531 0.03748
19 0.008725438 0.990256 0.019011
20 0.004822135 0.995079 0.009267
E(x) = 2+.217+.861+4.11+.080+3.79=1 1.05
(data for these numbers are on the following pages.)
p(0) = exp( -E(x) )
p(n) = p(n-1) * E(x) / n
EBO(0) = E(x)
EBO(n) = EBO(n-1) + sum p(n-1) - 1
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SRU 1
n p(n) sum p(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(BA2) VBO
0 1.67017E-05 1.67E-05 11 121 132 11
1 0.000183719 0.0002 10.00002 100.0003 111 10.99965
2 0.001010453 0.001211 9.000217 81.00391 91.99975 10.99584
3 0.003704994 0.004916 8.001428 64.02285 74.9981 10.97525
4 0.010188733 0.015105 7.006344 49.08885 59.99033 10.90148
5 0.022415213 0.03752 6.021448 36.25784 46.96254 10.7047
6 0.041094558 0.078614 5.058968 25.59316 35.88212 10.28896
7 0.064577163 0.143192 4.137583 17.11959 26.68557 9.565982
8 0.088793599 0.231985 3.280774 10.76348 1926722 8.503736
9 0.108525509 0.340511 2.512759 6.313959 13.47368 7.159723
10 0.11937806 0.459889 1.85327 3.43461 9.107653 5.673043
11 0.11937806 0.579267 1.313159 1.724386 5.941224 4.216839
12 0.109429889 0.688697 0.892425 0.796423 3.73564 2.939217
13 0.092594521 0.781291 0.581122 0.337703 2.262093 1.92439
14 0.072752838 0.854044 0.362413 0.131343 1.318557 1.187214
15 0.053352081 0.907396 0.216457 0.046854 0.739687 0.692833
16 0.036679556 0.944076 0.123853 0.01534 0.399376 0.384037
17 0.02373383 0.967809 0.067929 0.004614 0.207594 0.20298
18 0.014504007 0.982313 0.035738 0.001277 0.103926 0.10264
19 0.008397057 0.990711 0.018052 0.000326 0.050136 0.04981
20 0.004618381 0.995329 0.008763 7.68E-05 0.023322 0.023245
SRU 2
n p(n) sum p(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(BA2) VBO
0 0.000553084 0.000553 7.5 56.25 63.75 7.5
1 0.004148133 0.004701 6.500553 42.25719 49.74945 7.492257
2 0.015555498 0.020257 5.505254 30.30782 37.74364 7.435815
3 0.038888745 0.059145 4.525511 20.48025 27.71287 7.232624
4 0.072916396 0.132062 3.584656 12.84976 19.60271 6.752945
5 0.109374595 0.241436 2.716718 7.380558 13.30133 5.920773
6 0.136718243 0.378155 1.958155 3.83437 8.626459 4.792089
7 0.146483832 0.524639 1.336309 1.785723 5.331995 3.546272
8 0.137328593 0.661967 0.860948 0.741231 3.134737 2.393506
9 0.114440494 0.776408 0.522915 0.27344 1.750874 1.477434
10 0.08583037. 0.862238 0.299323 0.089594 0.928636 0.839042
11 0.058520707 0.920759 0.161561 0.026102 0.467753 0.441651
12 0.036575442 0.957334 0.082319 0.006776 0.223872 0.217096
13 0.021101217 0.978435 0.039654 0.001572 0.1019 0.100327
14 0.011304223 0.98974 0.018089 0.000327 0.044157 0.04383
15 0.005652112 0.995392 0.007828 6.13E-05 0.01824 0.018178
16 0.002649427 0.998041 0.00322 1.04E-05 0.007191 0.007181
17 0.001168865 0.99921 0.001261 1.59E-06 0.00271 0.002708
18 0.000487027 0.999697 0.000471 2.22E-07 0.000977 0.000977
19 0.000192248 0.999889 0.000168 2.83E-08 0.000338 0.000338
20 7.20928E-05 0.999961 5.75E-05 3.3E-09 0.000112 0.000112
SRU 3
n p(n) sum p(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(BA2) VBO
0 4.53999E-05 4.54E-05 10 100 110 10
1 0.000453999 0.000499 9.000045 81.00082 90.99995 9.999137
2 0.002269996 0.002769 8.000545 64.00872 73.99936 9.990647
3 0.007566655 0.010336 7.003314 49.04641 58.99551 9.949096
4 0.018916637 0.029253 6.01365 36.16399 45.97854 9.814552
5 0.037833275 0.067086 5.042903 25.43087 34.92199 9.491118
6 0.063055458 0.130141 4.109989 16.89201 25.7691 8.877087
7 0.090079226 0.220221 3.24013 10.49844 18.41898 7.920532
8 0.112599032 0.33282 2.460351 6.053327 12.7185 6.665169
9 0.125110036 0.45793 1.793171 3.215461 8.464974 5.249513
10 0.125110036 0.58304 1.2511 1.565252 5.420703 3.855451
11 0.113736396 0.696776 0.83414 0.69579 3.335462 2.639673
12 0.09478033 0.791556 0.530916 0.281872 1.970406 1.688534
13 0.072907946 0.864464 0.322473 0.103989 1.117017 1.013028
14 0.052077104 0.916542 0.186937 0.034945 0.607607 0.572662
15 0.03471807 0.95126 0.103479 0.010708 0.317191 0.306483
16 0.021698794 0.972958 0.054738 0.002996 0.158974 0.155978
17 0.012763996 0.985722 0.027697 0.000767 0.076539 0.075772
18 0.007091109 0.992813 0.013419 0.00018 0.035424 0.035244
19 0.003732163 0.996546 0.006233 3.88E-05 0.015772 0.0157
20 0.001866081 0.998412 0.002778 7.72E-06 0.006761 0.006754
SRU 4
n p(n) sum p(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(BA2) VBO
0 1.37096E-06 1.37E-06 13.5 182.25 195.75 13.5
1 1.85079E-05 1.99E-05 12.5 156.25 169.75 13.49996
2 0.000124929 0.000145 11.50002 132.2505 145.75 13.49949
3 0.000562179 0.000707 10.50017 110.2535 123.7498 13.4963
4 0.001897354 0.002604 9.500873 90.26659 103.7487 13.48216
5 0.005122855 0.007727 8.503477 72.30913 85.7444 13.435
6 0.011526424 0.019254 7.511205 56.41819 69.72972 13.31152
7 0.022229533 0.041483 6.530458 42.64688 55.68805 13.04117
8 0.037512337 0.078995 5.571941 31.04653 43.58565 12.53912
9 0.056268505 0.135264 4.650937 21.63121 33.36278 11.73156
10 0.075962482 0.211226 3.786201 14.33532 24.92564 10.59032
11 0.093226682 0.304453 2.997427 8.984571 18.14201 9.15744
12 0.104880018 0.409333 2.30188 5.298654 12.8427 7.544049
13 0.108913865 0.518247 1.711214 2.928252 8.829609 5.901357
14 0.105024084 0.623271 1.229461 1.511574 5.888935 4.377361
15 0.094521675 0.717793 0.852732 0.727152 3.806742 3.079591
16 0.079752664 0.797545 0.570525 0.325498 2.383486 2.057987
17 0.063332998 0.860878 0.36807 0.135476 1.444891 1.309415
18 0.047499748 0.908378 0.228949 0.052417 0.847872 0.795455
19 0.033749821 0.942128 0.137327 0.018859 0.481597 0.462738
20 0.022781129 0.964909 0.079455 0.006313 0.264815 0.258502
SRU 5
n p(n) sum p(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(BA2) VBO
0 1.37096E-06 1.37E-06 13.5 182.25 195.75 13.5
1 1.85079E-05 1.99E-05 12.5 156.25 169.75 13.49996
2 0.000124929 0.000145 11.50002 132.2505 145.75 13.49949
3 0.000562179 0.000707 10.50017 110.2535 123.7498 13.4963
4 0.001897354 0.002604 9.500873 90.26659 103.7487 13.48216
5 0.005122855 0.007727 8.503477 72.30913 85.7444 13.43527
6 0.011526424 0.019254 7.511205 56.41819 69.72972 13.31152
7 0.022229533 0.041483 6.530458 42.64688 55.68805 13.04117
8 0.037512337 0.078995 5.571941 31.04653 43.58565 12.53912
9 0.056268505 0.135264 4.650937 21.63121 33.36278 11.73156
10 0.075962482 0.211226 3.786201 14.33532 24.92564 10.59032
11 0.093226682 0.304453 2.997427 8.984571 18.14201 9.15744
12 0.104880018 0.409333 2.30188 5.298654 12.8427 7.544049
13 0.108913865 0.518247 1.711214 2.928252 8.829609 5.901357
14 0.105024084 0.623271 1.229461 1.511574 5.888935 4.377361
15 0.094521675 0.717793 0.852732 0.727152 3.806742 3.079591
16 0.079752664 0.797545 0.570525 0.325498 2.383486 2.057987
17 0.063332998 0.860878 0.36807 0.135476 1.444891 1.309415
18 0.047499748 0.908378 0.228949 0.052417 0.847872 0.795455
19 0.033749821 0.942128 0.137327 0.018859 0.481597 0.462738
20 0.022781129 0.964909 0.079455 0.006313 0.264815 0.258502
p(0) = exp( -mu i )
p(n) = p(n-1) * mu i / n
EBO(0) = mu I
EBO(n) = EBO(n-1) + sum p(n-1) - 1
E(B^2(0)) = EBO(0) + EBO(n) A 2
E(BA2(n)) = E(BA2(0)) - EBO(n) - EBO(n-1)
VBO(n) = E(B^2) - EBO(n) A 2
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Appendix C
VARIMETRIC
Stock Levels
Depot Base 1
soo = 1 s01 = 1
soo' = 1 s01' = 1
s10= 1 sll = 1
s20 = 1 s21 = 1
s30 = 1 s31 = 1
s40 = 1 s41 = 1
Base 2
s02 = 1
s02' = 1
s12 = 1
s22 = 1
s32 = 1
s42 = 1
Primed variables correspond to LRU 2
51.86376342
88.15100329
69.37504717
108.7466526
45.48440282
175.0275672
1.290067659
2.183856478
4.849153489
2.901406122
2.24524804
5.876514405
13.27125077
16.37079339
Equations in Appendix C
Variables for this example are found in Table 2.3.8-2
E(x) equations are found in Section 2.3.8 for given situations
VTMR = variance / mean
B =VTMR
A=B- 1
R = Mean / A
NB() = BA(-R)
NB(n) = NB(n-1) * [A ( R + n - 1)]! n * B
EBO(0) = mean
EBO(n) = EBO(n-1) + sum NB(n-1) - 1
VBO(0) = Mean * VTMR
VBO(n) = E(BA2) - EBO(n) A 2
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Expected Backorders
EBO [E(x00),Var(x00)] =
EBO [E(xOO'),Var(xOO')] =
EBO [E(xOl),Var(xOl)] =
EBO [E(xOl'),Var(xOl')] =
EBO [E(x02),Var(x02)] =
EBO [E(x02'),Var(x02')] =
EBO [E(x11),Var(xl1)] =
EBO [E(x21),Var(x21)] =
EBO [E(x31),Var(x31)] =
EBO [E(x41),Var(x41)] =
EBO [E(x12),Var(x12)] =
EBO [E(x22),Var(x22)] =
EBO [E(x32),Var(x32)] =
EBO [E(x42),Var(x42)] =
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Distributions are found on the next page
SRU1 atbase1
SRU 1 Depot Stock Level 1
m11 Daily Demand Rate 0.12
T11 Repair Time (in days) 10
mul1 inv pipeline 1.2 E(x 1) = 2.175953859
r11 prob of repair at 1 0.4 Var(x11) = 2.186779187
fi1 fraction of demand 0.104046
E(x12) = 3.204393176
SRU 1 at base 2 Var(x12) = 3.217757779
SRU 1 Depot Stock Level 1
m12 Daily Demand Rate 0.2
T12 Repair Time (in days) 11
mu12 inv pipeline 2.2
r12 prob of repair at 2 0.6
f12 fraction of demand 0.115607
EBO 1 12.84000098
VBO 1 13.83997397
EBO 2 9.560025933
VBO 2 10.55947823
SRU 2 at base 1 E(x21) = 3.140456608
SRU 2 Depot Stock Level 1 Var(x21) = 3.146780622
m21 Daily Demand Rate 0.28
T21 Repair Time (in days) 12 E(x22) = 6.87545985
mu21 inv pipeline 3.36 Var(x22) = 6.917275778
r21 prob of repair at 1 0.5
f21 fraction of demand 0.079545
SRU 2 at base 2
SRU 2 Depot Stock Level 1
m22 Daily Demand Rate 0.6
T22 Repair Time (in days) 13
mu22 inv pipeline 7.8
r22 prob of repair at 2 0.4
f22 fraction of demand 0.204545
SRU 3 at base 1
SRU 3 Depot Stock Level 1
m31 Daily Demand Rate 0.54
T31 Repair Time (in days) 10
mu31 inv pipeline 5.4 E(x31) = 5.846250052
r31 prob of repair at 1 0.5 Var(x31) = 5.855038974
f31 fraction of demand 0.09375
E(x32) = 14.27125012
SRU 3 at base 2 Var(x32) = 14.31910092
SRU 3 Depot Stock Level 1
m32 Daily Demand Rate 1.26
T32 Repair Time (in days) 11
mu32 inv pipeline 13.86
r32 prob of repair at 2 0.5
f32 fraction of demand 0.21875
EBO 3 13.40000056
VBO 3 14.3999845
EBO 4 12.62000122
VBO 4 13.61996809
SRU 4 at base 1 E(x41) = 3.880704942
SRU 4 Depot Stock Level 1 Var(x41) = 3.886992455
m41 Daily Demand Rate 0.36
T41 Repair Time (in days) 12 E(x42) = 17.37079336
mu41 inv pipeline 4.32 Var(x42) = 17.48585097
r41 prob of repair at 1 0.5
f41 fraction of demand 0.079295
SRU 4 at base 2
SRU 4 Depot Stock Level 1
m42 Daily Demand Rate 1.54
T42 Repair Time (in days) 13
mu42 inv pipeline 20.02
r42 prob of repair at 2 0.5
f42 fraction of demand 0.339207
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SRU 1 Base 1 Stock Level 1
VBO[E(xl 1),Var(xl 1)] 1.7912583
n NB(n) sum NB(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(B^2) VBO
Mu= 1.2 0 0.114114 0.1141 2.175953859 4.734775 6.921554382 2.186779187
Mean 2.175953859 1 0.247077 0.3612 1.2901 1.664275 3.4555 1..7913
Variance 2.186779187 2 0.268095 0.6293 0.6513 0.424138 1.514206586 1.090068796
3 0.194376 0.8237 0.280544664 0.078705 0.582403302 0.503697993
VTMR 1.004974981 4 0.105937 0.9296 0.104207047 0.010859 0.197651591 0.186792483
B 1.004974981 5 0.046294 0.975893095 0.033806145 0.001143 0.059638399 0.058495544
A 0.004974981 6 0.016897 0.992789893 0.00969924 9.41 E-05 0.016133014 0.016038939
R 437.3793657 7 0.005298 0.998087967 0.002489133 6.2E-06 0.003944641 0.003938445
8 0.001457 0.999544828 0.0005771 3.33E-07 0.000878408 0.000878075
9 0.000357 0.999901724 0.000121928 1.49E-08 0.00017938 0.000179365
10 7.89E-05 0.999980588 2.36515E-05 5.59E-10 3.3801 E-05 3.38005E-05
11 1.59E-05 0.999996467 4.23985E-06 1.8E-1 1 5.90967E-06 5.90965E-06
12 2.94E-06 0.999999404 7.06395E-07 4.99E-13 9.63427E-07 9.63426E-07
13 5.03E-07 0.999999906 1.09931E-07 1.21E-14 1.471 E-07 1.471E-07
14 8E-08 0.999999986 1.60504E-08 2.58E-16 2.11186E-08 2.11186E-08
15 1.19E-08 0.999999998 2.20719E-09 4.87E-18 2.86099E-09 2.86099E-09
16 1.67E-09 1 2.86882E-10 8.23E-20 3.66914E-10 3.66914E-10
17 2.2E-10 1 3.53533E-11 1.25E-21 4.46789E-11 4.46789E-11
18 2.75E-11 1 4.14169E-12 1.72E-23 5.18396E-12 5.18396E-12
19 3.27E-12 1 4.61631E-13 2.13E-25 5.80647E-13 5.80647E-13
20 3.69E-13 1 4.80727E-14 2.31E-27 7.09433E-14 7.09433E-14
21 3.98E-14 1 3.55271E-15 1.26E-29 1.93179E-14 1.93179E-14
22 4.1E-15 1 -1.22125E-15 1.49E-30 1.69864E-14 1.69864E-14
23 4.06E-16 1 -1.9984E-15 3.99E-30 2.02061E-14 2.02061E-14
24 3.85E-17 1 -2.22045E-15 4.93E-30 2.44249E-14 2.44249E-14
SRU 1 Base 2 Stock Level 1
VBO[E(x12),Var(x12)] 2.995113429
n NB(n) sum NB(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(B^2) VBO
mu = 2.2 0 0.040855 0.0409 3.204393176 10.26814 13.48589341 3.217757779
Mean 3.204393176 1 0.130371 0.1712 2.2452 5.041139 8.0363 2.9951
Variance 3.217757779 2 0.208284 0.3795 1.4165 2.006399 4.374529941 2.368130753
3 0.222127 0.6016 0.795984021 0.633591 2.16207171 1.528481148
VTMR 1.004170713 4 0.177898 0.7795 0.397620758 0.158102 0.968466931 0.810364664
B 1.004170713 5 0.114129 0.893663925 0.1772 0.031384 0.39369032 0.362306124
A 0.004170713 6 0.061094 0.954758058 0.070819779 0.005015 0.145714688 0.140699247
R 768.3083304 7 0.028068 0.982826487 0.025577837 0.000654 0.049317073 0.048662847
8 0.011298 0.994124583 0.008404324 7.06E-05 0.015334912 0.015264279
9 0.004048 0.998172203 0.002528908 6.4E-06 0.00440168 0.004395285
10 0.001307 0.999478963 0.000701111 4.92E-07 0.001171662 0.001171171
11 0.000384 0.999862986 0.000180074 3.24E-08 0.000290478 0.000290445
12 0.000104 0.999966569 4.30601 E-05 1.85E-09 6.73436E-05 6.73418E-05
13 2.58E-05 0.999992393 9.62921 E-06 9.27E-11 1.46543E-05 1.46542E-05
14 5.99E-06 0.999998378 2.02179E-06 4.09E-12 3.00333E-06 3.00332E-06
15 1.3E-06 0.999999675 4.00015E-07 1.6E-13 5.81519E-07 5.81519E-07
16 2.64E-07 0.999999938 7.48209E-08 5.6E-15 1.06683E-07 1.06683E-07
17 5.05E-08 0.999999989 1.32696E-08 1.76E-16 1.85926E-08 1.85926E-08
18 9.15E-09 0.999999998 2.23738E-09 5.01E-18 3.08563E-09 3.08563E-09
19 1.57E-09 1 3.59528E-10 1.29E-19 4.88727E-10 4.88727E-10
20 2.57E-10 1 5.51835E-11 3.05E-21 7.40156E-11 7.40156E-11
21 4.01E-11 1 8.10774E-12 6.57E-23 1.07243E-11 1.07243E-11
22 5.98E-12 1 1.1432E-12 1.31E-24 1.47338E-12 1.47338E-12
23 8.53E-13 1 1.55764E-13 2.43E-26 1.74416E-13 1.74416E-13
24 1.17E-13 1 2.13163E-14 4.54E-28 -2.66454E-15 -2.66454E-15
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SRU 2 Base 1 Stock Level 1
VBO[E(x21),Var(21)] = 2.915706128
n NB(n) sum NB(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(B^2) VBO
mu = 3.36 0 0.0434 0.0434 3.140456608 9.862468 13.00924833 3.146780622
Mean 3.140456608 1 0.136021 0.1794 2.1839 4.769229 7.684935244 2.915706128
Variance 3.146780622 2 0.213292 0.3927 1.3633 1.858526 4.137800921 2.279274437
3 0.223115 0.6158 0.755991462 0.571523 2.018531613 1.447008522
VTMR 1.002013724 4 0.175155 0.7910 0.371820478 0.13825 0.890719673 0.752469205
B 1.002013724 5 0.110074 0.901058373 0.162804806 0.026505 0.356094389 0.329588984
A 0.002013724 6 0.057682 0.958740726 0.063863179 0.004079 0.129426403 0.125347898
R 1559.526604 7 0.025926 0.984666499 0.022603905 0.000511 0.042959319 0.042448382
8 0.010202 0.994868981 0.007270404 5.29E-05 0.01308501 0.013032151
9 0.003571 0.998440102 0.002139385 4.58E-06 0.00367522 0.003670643
10 0.001126 0.999565803 0.000579488 3.36E-07 0.000956346 0.000956011
11 0.000323 0.999888597 0.000145291 2.11 E-08 0.000231567 0.000231546
12 8.49E-05 0.999973498 3.38876E-05 1.15E-09 5.2389E-05 5.23878E-05
13 2.06E-05 0.999994124 7.38581E-06 5.46E-11 1.11156E-05 1.11155E-05
14 4.66E-06 0.999998781 1.51029E-06 2.28E-12 2.21946E-06 2.21946E-06
15 9.82E-07 0.999999762 2.90804E-07 8.46E-14 4.18366E-07 4.18365E-07
16 1.94E-07 0.999999956 5.28977E-08 2.8E-15 7.46641 E-08 7.46641 E-08
17 3.62E-08 0.999999992 9.11711E-09 8.31E-17 1.26492E-08 1.26492E-08
18 6.36E-09 0.999999999 1.49289E-09 2.23E-18 2.03922E-09 2.03922E-09
19 1.06E-09 1 2.32816E-10 5.42E-20 3.13517E-10 3.13517E-10
20 1.68E-10 1 3.46571E-11 1.2E-21 4.60438E-11 4.60438E-11
21 2.55E-11 1 4.93516E-12 2.44E-23 6.45162E-12 6.45162E-12
22 3.68E-12 1 6.74127E-13 4.54E-25 8.42326E-13 8.42326E-13
23 5.08E-13 1 8.91509E-14 7.95E-27 7.90479E-14 7.90479E-14
24 6.73E-14 1 1.22125E-14 1.49E-28 -2.23155E-14 -2.23155E-14
SRU 2 Base 2 Stock Level 1
VBO[E(x22),Var(x22)] 6.903828118
n NB(n) sum NB(n) EBO (n) EBOA2 E(BA2) VBO
mu = 7.8 0 0.001055 0.0011 6.87545985 4727195 54.18922393 6.917275778
Mean 6.87545985 1 0.007207 0.0083 5.8765 34.53342 41.43724967 6.903828118
Variance 6.917275778 2 0.024647 0.0329 4.8848 23.86103 30.67595958 6.81492613
3 0.056244 0.0892 3.917683733 15.34825 21.87350017 6.52525434
VTMR 1.00608191 4 0.096346 0.1855 3.00683562 9.04106 14.94898082 5.907920371
B 1.00608191 5 0.13215 0.317647887 2.192333649 4.806327 9.749811548 4.943484717
A 0.00608191 6 0.151182 0.468830021 1.509981537 2.280044 6.047496362 3.767452121
R 1130.477086 7 0.148378 0.617208105 0.978811557 0.958072 3.558703268 2.600631204
8 0.127535 0.744743014 0.596019662 0.355239 1.983872049 1.628632611
9 0.097525 0.842268361 0.340762676 0.116119 1.047089711 0.93097051
10 0.067178 0.909446776 0.183031037 0.0335 0.523295998 0.489795637
11 0.042105 0.951551446 0.092477813 0.008552 0.247787147 0.239235001
12 0.024212 0.975763012 0.04402926 0.001939 0.111280074 0.109341498
13 0.012863 0.988625757 0.019792272 0.000392 0.047458542 0.047066808
14 0.006351 0.994976723 0.008418029 7.09E-05 0.019248241 0.019177378
15 0.002929 0.997906012 0.003394752 1.15E-05 0.007435461 0.007423937
16 0.001268 0.999173766 0.001300763 1.69E-06 0.002739946 0.002738254
17 0.000517 0.999690609 0.00047453 2.25E-07 0.000964654 0.000964428
18 0.000199 0.999889785 0.000165139 2.73E-08 0.000324985 0.000324958
19 7.28E-05 0.999962565 5.49238E-05 3.022-09 0.000104923 0.00010492
20 2.53E-05 0.999987852 1.74888E-05 3.06E-10 3.25099E-05 325095E-05
21 8.37E-06 0.999996226 5.34034E-06 2.85E-11 9.68068E-06 9.68065E-06
22 2.65E-06 0.999998876 1.56626E-06 2.45E-12 2.77408E-06 2.77407E-06
23 8.03E-07 0.999999678 4.4186E-07 1.95E-13 7.65956E-07 7.65955E-07
24 2.33E-07 0.999999911 1.20069E-07 1.44E-14 2.04026E-07 2.04026E-07
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Base 1 Stock Level 1
5.4
5.846250052
5.855038974
1.001503343
1.001503343
0.001503343
3888.832096
SRU 3
mu =
Mean
Variance
VTMR
B
A
R
VBO[E(x31),Var(x31)]
n NB(n)
0 0.002903
1 0.016949
2 0.049482
3 0.096332
4 0.140693
5 0.164427
6 0.160178
7 0.133783
8 0.097795
9 0.063561
10 0.03719
11 0.019786
12 0.009652
13 0.004348
14 0.001819
15 0.00071
16 0.00026
17 8.97E-05
18 2.92E-05
19 9.02E-06
20 2.65E-06
21 7.39E-07
22 1.97E-07
23 5.03E-08
24 1.23E-08
5.823985541
sum NB(n)
0.0029
0.0199
0.0693
0.1657
0.3064
0.470785193
0.63096369
0.764746622
0.862541642
0.926102788
0.963292314
0.983078782
0.992731257
0.997078946
0.998897829
0.999608223
0.999868404
0.999958113
0.999987333
0.999996352
0.999998997
0.999999736
0.999999934
0.999999984
0.999999996
EBO (n)
5.846250052
4.8492
3.8690
2.938339483
2.104005416
1.410363865
0.881149058
0.512112748
0.27685937
0.139401013
0.065503801
0.028796114
0.011874896
0.004606153
0.001685099
0.000582928
0.000191151
5.95553E-05
1.76682E-05
5.00128E-06
1.35337E-06
3.50728E-07
8.71904E-08
2.08251E-08
4.78585E-09
SRU 3 Base 2 Stock Level 1
VBO[E(x32),Var(x32)]
n NB(n)
0 6.49E-07
1 9.24E-06
2 6.57E-05
3 0.000312
4 0.001109
5 0.003157
6 0.007494
7 0.015248
8 0.027155
9 0.042996
10 0.061284
11 0.07943
12 0.094392
13 0.103567
14 0.105542
15 0.100408
16 0.089575
17 0.075227
18 0.059682
19 0.044867
20 0.032051
21 0.02181
22 0.014171
23 0.008809
24 0.005249
14.31908303
sum NB(n)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0004
0.0015
0.004653404
0.012146985
0.027394934
0.054549533
0.097545199
0.158829651
0.238259744
0.332651277
0.436218105
0.541760115
0.642168165
0.731742722
0.806969686
0.866651286
0.911518376
0.943569299
0.96537979
0.9795504
0.988359022
0.993607646
EBO (n)
14.27125012
13.2713
122713
11.27133624
10.27172343
9.2732
8.277872892
7.290019877
6.317414811
5.371964344
4.469509543
3.628339195
2.866598938
2.199250216
1.635468321
1.177228436
0.819396601
0.551139323
0.358109009
0.224760295
0.13627867
0.079847969
0.04522776
0.024778159
0.013137181
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EBO^2 E(B^2)
34.17864 40.03368
23.51429 29.33828
14.9692 20.62012
8.633839 13.81277
4.426839 8.770426
1.989126 5.256057
0.776424 2.964544
0.262259 1.571282
0.076651 0.78231
0.019433 0.366049
0.004291 0.161145
0.000829 0.066845
0.000141 0.026174
2.12E-05 0.009693
2.84E-06 0.003401
3.4E-07 0.001133
3.65E-08 0.000359
3.55E-09 0.000109
3.12E-10 3.13E-05
2.5E-11 8.64E-06
1.83E-12 2.28E-06
1.23E-13 5.79E-07
7.6E-1 5 1.41 E-07
4.34E-16 3.31E-08
2.29E-17 7.47E-09
VBO
5.855039
5.823986
5.650911
5.178932
4.343587
3.26693
2.18812
1.309022
0.705659
0.346617
0.156854
0.066015
0.026033
0.009671
0.003399
0.001133
0.000359
0.000109
3.13E-05
8.64E-06
2.28E-06
5.79E-07
1.41 E-07
3.31 E-08
7.47E-09
mu=
Mean
Variance
VTMR
B
A
R
13.86
14.27125012
14.31910092
1.00335295
1.00335295
0.00335295
4256.325999
EBOA2
203.6686
176.1261
150.5838
127.043
105.5083
85.9926
68.52318
53.14439
39.90973
28.858
19.97652
13.16485
8.217389
4.836702
2.674757
1.385867
0.671411
0.303755
0.128242
0.050517
0.018572
0.006376
0.002046
0.000614
0.000173
E(BA2)
217.9877
190.4452
164.9027
141.3601
119.817
100.2721
82.72098
67.15308
53.54565
41.85627
32.0148
23.91695
17.42201
12.35616
8.521442
5.708745
3.71212
2.341584
1.432336
0.849466
0.488427
0.272301
0.147225
0.077219
0.039304
VBO
14.3191
14.31908
14.31883
14.31705
14.30871
14.27947
14.1978
14.00869
13.63592
12.99827
12.03828
10.7521
9.20462
7.519459
5.846685
4.322878
3.040709
2.037829
1.304094
0.798949
Q.469856
0.265925
0.145179
0.076605
0.039131
SRU 4 Base 1 Stock Level 1
mu =
Mean
Variance
VTMR
B
A
R
4.32
3.880704942
3.886992455
1.001620199
1.001620199
0.001620199
2395.203053
SRU 4 Base 2 Stock Level 1
mu =
Mean
Variance
VTMR
B
A
R
20.02
17.37079336
17.48585097
1.006623624
1.006623624
0.006623624
2622.551089
VBO[E(x41),Var(x41))
n NB(n)
0 0.020701
1 0.080205
2 0.15544
3 0.200914
4 0.19485
5 0.151239
6 0.097865
7 0.054303
8 0.026376
9 0.011393
10 0.004431
11 0.001567
12 0.000508
13 0.000152
14 4.24E-05
15 1.1E-05
16 2.68E-06
17 6.15E-07
18 1.33E-07
19 2.74E-08
20 5.35E-09
21 9.95E-10
22 1.77E-10
23 3.01E-11
24 4.9E-12
VBO[E(x42),Var(x42)]
n NB(n)
0 3.03E-08
1 5.22E-07
2 4.51E-06
3 2.59E-05
4 0.000112
5 0.000387
6 0.001116
7 0.002758
8 0.005964
9 0.011471
10 0.019863
11 0.031279
12 0.045169
13 0.060233
14 0.074612
15 0.086294
16 0.093603
17 0.095595
18 0.09224
19 0.084351
20 0.073307
21 0.060699
22 0.047993
23 0.03631
24 0.026337
3.746594754
sum NB(n)
0.0207
0.1009
0.2563
0.4573
0.6521
0.803349379
0.901213973
0.955516703
0.981892561
0.993285081
0.997715615
0.999282656
0.999790929
0.99994317
0.99998553
0.999996536
0.999999217
0.999999833
0.999999966
0.999999993
0.999999999
1
1
1
1
17.48584995
sum NB(n)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0005
0.00164647
0.00440417
0.010368574
0.021839538
0.041702331
0.072981341
0.118150508
0.178383429
0.252994954
0.33928872
0.432891533
0.528486288
0.620726482
0.70507739
0.778384712
0.839083503
0.887076032
0.92338604
0.949722647
EBO (n)
3.880704942
2.9014
2.0023
1.258658462
0.715918429
0.368028858
0.171378238
0.072592211
0.028108914
0.010001475
0.003286556
0.001002171
0.000284827
7.57562E-05
1.89259E-05
4.45618E-06
9.91903E-07
2.09313E-07
4.19814E-08
8.02182E-09
1.46346E-09
2.55416E-10
4.27242E-11
6.86173E-12
1.06037E-12
EBO (n)
17.37079336
16.3708
15.3708
14.37079901
13.37083001
12.3710
11.37150345
10.37314992
9.377554085
8.38792266
7.409762198
6.451464529
5.524445869
4.642596377
3.820979807
3.07397476
2.41326348
1.846155013
1.374641301
0.995367783
0.700445172
0.478829885
0.317913387
0.204989419
0.128375459
EBO^2 E(B^2)
15.05987 18.94686
8.418157 12.16475
4.009255 7.261034
1.584221 4.000063
0.512539 2.025486
0.135445 0.941538
0.029371 0.402131
0.00527 0.158161
0.00079 0.05746
0.0001 0.019349
1.08E-05 0.006061
1E-06 0.001773
8.11E-08 0.000486
5.74E-09 0.000125
3.58E-10 3.03E-05
1.99E-11 6.96E-06
9.84E-13 1.51E-06
4.38E-14 3.13E-07
1.76E-15 6.16E-08
6.43E-17 1.16E-08
2.14E-18 2.08E-09
6.52E-20 3.57E-10
1.83E-21 5.89E-11
4.71E-23 9.33E-12
1.12E-24 1.4E-12
EBO^2 E(B^2)
301.7445 319.2303
268.0029 285.4887
236.2613 253.7471
206.5199 224.0055
178.7791 196.2639
153.041 170.5221
129.3111 146.7796
107.6022 125.035
87.93852 105.2843
70.35725 87.5188
54.90458 71.72112
41.62139 57.85989
30.5195 45.88398
21.5537 35.71694
14.59989 27.25336
9.449321 20.35841
5.823841 14.87117
3.408288 10.61175
1.889639 7.390955
0.990757 5.020946
0.490623 3.325133
0.229278 2.145858
0.101069 1.349115
0.042021 0.826212
0.01648 0.492847
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VBO
3.886992
3.746595
3.251778
2.415841
1.512947
0.806093
0.372761
0.152891
0.05667
0.019249
0.006051
0.001772
0.000486
0.000125
3.03E-05
6.96E-06
1.51E-06
3.13E-07
6.16E-08
1.16E-08
2.08E-09
3.57E-10
5.89E-11
9.33E-12
1.4E-12
VBO
17.48585
17.48585
17.48583
17.48568
17.48482
17.48114
17.46855
17.43274
17.34576
17.16156
16.81654
16.2385
15.36448
14.16324
12.65348
10.90909
9.047329
7.203463
5.501317
4.030189
2.83451
1.91658
1.248046
0.784191
0.476367
S01
mol
TOl
muOl
rOl
00
fOl
EBO[E(x00),Var(x00)]
VBO(E(x00),Var(x00)]
EBO[E(xl 1),Var(xl 1)1
VBO[E(xl 1),Var(xl 1)1
EBO[E(x21),Var(x21)]
VBO[E(x21),Var(x21)]
E(xol) =
Var(xOl) =
LRU 1 at base 1
Stock number at base 1
Demand at base 1
Repair Time at base 1
inv pipeline at base
Prob of repair at base I
Order and ship time to base
Fraction of demand at base 1
NegBin EBO for LRU lat depot
NegBin VBO for LRU 1 at depot
NegBin EBO for SRU I at base I
NegBin VBO for SRU 1 at base I
NegBin EO for SRU 2 at base 1
NegBin VBO for SRU 2 at base 1
1
2
40
80
0.2
3
0.888888889
51.86376342
53.98493324
1.290067659
1.7912583
2.183856478
2.915706128
70.37504717
78.61591876
LRU 1 at base 1 Base I Stock Level VBO[E(xOl),Var(xOl)] =
mu =
Mean
Variance
VTMR
B
A
R
80
70.37504717
78.61591876
1.11709934
1.11709934
0.11709934
600.9858561
LRU 1 at base 2
S02 Stock number at base 2 1
mO2 Demand at base 2 1
T02 Repair Time at base 2 40
Mu02 inv pipeline at base 40
r02 Prob of repair at base 2 0.8
00 Order and ship time to base 3
K)2 Fraction of demand at base 2 0.111111111
EBO[E(x00),Var(x00)] NegBin EBO for LRU 1 at depot 51.86376342
VBO[E(x00),Var(x00)] NegBin VBO for LRU 1 at depot 53.98493324
EBO[E(x12),Var(x12)] NegBin EBO for SRU 1 at base 2 2.24524804
VBO[E(x12).Var(x12)] NegBin VBO for SRU 1 at base 2 2.995113429
EBO[E(x22),Var(x22)] NegBin EBO for SRU 2 at base 2 5.876514405
VBO[E(x22),Var(x22)] NegBin VBO for SRU 2 at base 2 6.903828118
E(x02) = 46.48440282
Var(x02) = 53.61961447
LRU 1 at base 2 Base 2 Stock Level
Mu =
Mean
Variance
VTMR
B
A
R
40
46.48440282
53.61961447
1.153496898
1.153496898
0.153496898
302.8361056
n NB(n)
0 1.25173E-29
1 7.88566E-28
2 2.48804E-26
3 5.2421E-25
4 829727E-24
5 1.05238E-22
6 1.11416E-21
7 1.01272E-20
8 8.06782E-20
9 5.72247E-19
10 3.65903E-18
11 2.13043E-17
12 1.13891E-16
13 5.62937E-16
14 2.58793E-15
15 1.11222E-14
16 4.48851E-14
17 1.70762E-13
18 6.14554E-13
19 2.0987E-12
20 6.81969E-12
21 2.11392E-11
22 6.26484E-11
23 1.77878E-10
24 4.84785E-10
VBO[E(x02),Var(x02)] =
n NB(n)
0 1.65648E-19
1 6.67539E-18
2 1.34949E-16
3 1.82472E-15
4 1.85656E-14
5 1.5161E-13
6 1.0351E-12
7 6.07706E-12
8 3.13198E-11
9 1.43943E-10
10 5.97311E-10
11 2.26052E-09
12 7.86706E-09
13 2.53534E-08
14 7.61121E-08
15 2.13934E-07
16 5.65519E-07
17 1.4114E-06
18 3.33723E-06
19 7.49893E-06
20 1.60579E-05
21 3.28499E-05
22 6.43457E-05
23 0.000120931
24 0.000218479
sum NB(n)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.22824E-21
1.13555E-20
920336E-20
6.64281E-19
4.32331E-18
2.56276E-17
1.39519E-16
7.02455E-16
329039E-15
1.44125E-14
5.92977E-14
2.3006E-13
8.44614E-13
2.94331E-12
9.763E-12
3.09022E-11
9.35506E-11
2.71429E-10
7.56214E-10
EBO (n)
70.37504717
69.3750
68.3750
67.37504717
66.37504717
65.3750
64.37504717
63.37504717
62.37504717
61.37504717
60.37504717
59.37504717
58.37504717
57.37504717
56.37504717
55.37504717
54.37504717
53.37504717
52.37504717
51.37504717
50.37504717
49.37504717
48.37504717
47.37504717
46.37504717
E02
4952.647
4812.897
4675.147
4539.397
4405.647
4273.897
4144.147
4016.397
3890.647
3766.896
3645.146
3525.396
3407.646
3291.896
3178.146
3066.396
2956.646
2848.896
2743.146
2639.395
2537.645
2437.895
2340.145
2244.395
2150.645
E(BA2) VBO
503126318 78.615919
4891.5131 78.6159
4753.76299 78.615919
4618.0129 78.615919
4484.26281 78.615919
4352.51271 78.615919
4222.7626 78.6159
4095.01252 78.615919
396926243 78.615919
3845.51233 78.615919
3723.76224 78.615919
3604.01215 78.615919
348626205 78.615919
3370.51196 78.615919
3256.76186 78.615919
3145.01177 78.615919
303526167 78.615919
2927.51158 78.615919
2821.76149 78.615919
2718.01139 78.615919
2616.2613 78.615919
2516.5112 78.615919
2418.76111 78.615919
2323.01101 78.615919
222926092 78.615919
53.61961447
sum NB(n)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.20724E-12
7.2843E-12
3.86041E-11
1.82547E-10
7.79858E-10
3.04038E-09
1.09074E-08
3.62609E-08
1.12373E-07
3.26307E-07
8.91826E-07
2.30322E-06
5.64046E-06
1.31394E-05
2.91972E-05
620471E-05
0.000126393
0.000247324
0.000465803
EBO (n)
46.48440282
45.4844
44.4844
43.48440282
42.48440282
41.4844
40.48440282
39.48440282
38.48440282
37.48440282
36.48440283
35.48440283
34.48440283
33.48440284
32.48440288
31.48440299
30.48440331
29.48440421
28.48440651
27.48441215
26.48442529
25.48445449
24.48451653
23.48464293
22.48489025
EBOA
2160.8
2068.831
1978.862
1890.893
1804.924
1720.956
1638.987
1559.018
1481.049
1405.08
1331.112
1259.143
1189.174
1121.205
1055.236
991.2676
929.2988
869.3301
811.3614
755.3929
701.4248
649.4574
599.4915
551.5285
505.5703
~(B'Z) YBOE(B^2) V6O
2214.41932 53.619614
2122A505 53.6196
2032.48171 53.619614
1944.5129 53.619614
1858.5441 53.619614
1774.57529 53.619614
1692.6065 53.6196
1612.63768 53.619614
1534.66888 53.619614
1458.70007 53.619614
1384.73126 53.619614
1312.76246 53.619614
1242.79365 53.619614
1174.82485 53.619613
1108.85604 53.619611
1044.88724 53.619604
982.918429 53.619584
922.949622 53.61953
864.980811 53.619397
809.011992 53.619081
755.043155 53.618372
703.074275 53.616854
653.105304 53.613754
605.136144 53.607691
559.166611 53.596322
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78.615918761
1
LRU 2 at base 1
sol' Stock number at base 1
mo1' Demand at base 1
Tol' Repair Time at base 1
mu0l' inv pipeline at base
ro1' Prob of repair at base 1
00' Order and ship time to base
fto' Fraction of demand at base 1
EBO{E(xOO'),Var(xo0')] NegBin EBO for LRU 2 at depot
VBO[E(xOO'),Var(xOO')] NegBin VBO for LRU 2 at depot
EBO[E(x31).Var(x31)] NegBin EBO for SRU 3 at base 1
VBO[E(x31),Var(x31)] NegBin VBO for SRU 3 at base 1
EBO[E(x41),Var(x41)] NegBin EBO for SRU 4 at base 1
VBO[E(x41),Var(x41)] NegBin VBO for SRU 4 at base 1
E(xol') = 109.7466526
Var(xOl')= 133.1175653
LRU 2 at base 1 Base I Stock Level
mu =
Mean
Variance
VTMR
B
A
R
132
109.7466526
133.1175653
1.212953308
1.212953308
0.212953308
515.3554729
1
3
44
132
0.3
3
0.636364
88.151
89.96178
4.849153
5.823986
2.901406
3.746595
1 VBO[E(x01'),Var(xOl')] = 133.1175653
n NB(n)
0 6.17295E-44
1 5.58522E-42
2 2.53162E-40
3 7.66491 E-39
4 1.74387E-37
5 3.18017E-36
6 4.84216E-35
7 6.33163E-34
8 7.25825E-33
9 7.41015E-32
10 6.8217E-31
11 5.71997E-30
12 4.40486E-29
13 3.13713E-28
14 2.0786E-27
15 1.28786E-26
16 7.49471E-26
17 4.11274E-25
18 2.13551E-24
19 1.05246E-23
20 4.93679E-23
21 2.20957E-22
22 9.45754E-22
23 3.87929E-21
24 1.52774E-20
sum Nu(n) EB80 (n) E-60^2
0.0000 109.7467 12044.33
0.0000 108.7467 11825.83
0.0000 107.7467 11609.34
0.0000 106.7467 11394.85
0.0000 105.7467 11182.35
0.0000 104.7467 10971.86
5.17841E-35 103.7467 10763.37
6.84947E-34 102.7467 10556.87
7.9432E-33 101.7467 10352.38
8.20447E-32 100.7467 10149.89
7.64215E-31 99.74665 9949.395
6.48418E-30 98.74665 9750.901
5.05328E-29 97.74665 9554.408
3.64246E-28 96.74665 9359.915
2.44285E-27 95.74665 9167.421
1.53214E-26 94.74665 8976.928
9.02685E-26 93.74665 8788.435
5.01542E-25 92.74665 8801.942
2.63705E-24 91.74665 8417.448
1.31616E-23 90.74665 8234.955
6.25295E-23 89.74665 8054.462
2.83487E-22 88.74665 7875.968
122924E-21 87.74665 7699.475
5.10853E-21 86.74665 7524.982
2.0386E-20 85.74665 7352.488
LRU 2 at base 2
s02' Stock number at base 2 1
m02' Demand at base 2 4
TO2' Repair Time at base 2 44
mu02' inv pipeline at base 176
r02' Prob of repair at base 2 0.7
00' Order and ship time to base 3
102' Fraction of demand at base 2 0.363636
EBO[E(x00')Var(xOO')] NegBin EBO for LRU 1 at depot 88.151
VBO{E(xOo').Var(xo0')] NegBin VBO for LRU 1 at depot 89.96178
EBO[E(x32),Var(x32)] NegBin EBO for SRU 1 at base 2 13.27125
VBO[E(x32),Var(x32)] NegBin VBO for SRU 1 at base 2 14.31908
EBO[E(x42).Var(x42)] NegBin EBO for SRU 2 at base 2 2.901406
VBO[E(x42).Var(x42)] NegBin VBO for SRU 2 at base 2 3.746595
E(x02') = 175.0275672
Var(x02') = 197.9776318
LRU 2 at base 2 Base 2 Stock Level 0 VBO[E(x02'),Var(x02')] = 197.9776318
sum NB(n) EBO (n) EBO^2
0.0000 175.0276 30634.65
0.0000 174.0276 30285.59
0.0000 173.0276 29938.54
0.0000 172.0276 29593.48
0.0000 171.0276 29250.43
0.0000 170.0276 28909.37
7.50422E-62 169.0276 28570.32
1.67739E-60 168.0276 2823326
3.28329E-59 167.0276 27898.21
5.71704E-58 166.0276 27565.15
8.9663E-57 165.0276 27234.1
127939E-55 164.0276 26905.04
1.67471E-54 163.0276 26577.99
2.02513E-53 162.0276 26252.93
227572E-52 161.0276 25929.88
2.3887E-51 160.0276 25608.82
2.35241E-50 159.0276 25289.77
2.18209E-49 158.0276 24972.71
1.91314E-48 157.0276 24657.66
1.5903E-47 156.0276 24344.6
125682E-46 155.0276 24033.55
9.46703E-46 154.0276 23724.49
6.81224E-45 153.0276 23417.44
4.69244E-44 152.0276 23112.38
3.1E-43 151.0276 22809.33
E(B^2)
12177.44533
11958.9520
11742.45872
11527.96541
11315.4721
11104.9788
10896.4855
10689.99219
10485.49888
10283.00558
10082.51227
9884.018968
9687.525663
9493.032358
9300.539053
9110.045747
8921.552442
8735.059137
8550.565832
8368.072526
8187.579221
8009.085916
7832.592611
7658.099305
7485.606
VBO
133.1175653
133.1176
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1176
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
133.1175653
mu =
Mean
Variance
VTMR
B
A
R
176
175.0275672
197.9776318
1.131122571
1.131122571
0.131122571
1334.839349
n NB(n)
0 3.74273E-72
1 5.79143E-70
2 4.48412E-68
3 2.31635E-66
4 8.9808E-65
5 2.78767E-63
6 7.21624E-62
7 1.60235E-60
8 3.11556E-59
9 5.38871E-58
10 8.3946E-57
11 1.18972E-55
12 1.54677E-54
13 1.85766E-53
14 2.07321E-52
15 2.16113E-51
16 2.11354E-50
17 1.94685E-49
18 1.69493E-48
19 1.39899E-47
20 1.09779E-46
21 8.21022E-46
22 5.86554E-45
23 4.01122E-44
24 2.63076E-43
E(BA2)
30832.62691
30483.5718
30136.51664
29791.4615
29448.40637
29107.35123
287682961
2843124096
28096.18583
27763.1307
27432.07556
27103.02043
26775.96529
26450.91016
26127.85502
25806.79989
25487.74476
25170.68962
24855.63449
24542.57935
24231.52422
23922.46908
23615.41395
23310.35881
23007.30368
VBO
197.9776318
197.9776
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
197.9776318
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Appendix D
VARIMETRIC Variables
Item Location Variable Item Location Variable
LRU 1 Depot moo LRU 2 Depot MOO,
r., roo-
To TOO.
Base 1 Mot Base 1 Mor
rol ro'
foI fol'
Tot Tor
Base 2 M02 Base 2 M0r
ro2 ror,
T02 T2'
f02  fo 2'
SRU 1 Base 1 mu SRU 3 Base 1 m3 1
In10 M930
roi r31
911 931
fio f3o
Tio T30
fu If 31
qio q30
Base 2 m 12 Base 2 m32
r12 r32
q12 q32
T12 T32)
fio f3o
f12  f32
SRU 2 Base 1 m21 SRU 4 Base 1 M41
m20 M40
q21 q41
f2O f4 O
r 21  r4l
T20 T40
T21 T41
f 21  f 41
Base 2 m 22 Base 2 M42
q22 q42
f 2o f40
r22 r42
T22 T42
f22 f42
q20 q40
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